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Materials patterned with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures have features on similar length-
scales to cellular components. These surfaces are an extreme topography on the cellular level 
and have become useful tools for perturbing and sensing the cellular environment. Motivation 
comes from the ability of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures to deliver cargoes into cells and 
tissues, access the intracellular environment, and control cell behavior. These structures 
directly perturb cells’ ability to sense and respond to external forces, influencing cell fate and 
enabling new mechanistic studies. Through careful design of their nanoscale structure, these 
systems act as biological metamaterials, eliciting unusual biological responses. While 
predominantly used to interface eukaryotic cells, there is growing interest in non-animal and 
prokaryotic cell interfacing. Both experimental and theoretical studies have attempted to 
develop a mechanistic understanding for the observed behaviors, predominantly focusing on 
the cell – nanostructure interface. Here, we consider how high-aspect-ratio nanostructured 
surfaces are used to both stimulate and sense biological systems and discuss remaining 







Figure 1. High-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces are used to stimulate and sense the 
biochemical, biomechanical, and bioelectronic environment of cells. 
 
 
This review summarizes the literature illustrating how high-aspect-ratio nanostructures with 
defined, cellular-scale dimensions, can both sense and stimulate the extra- and intra-cellular 




nanostructured surfaces strongly influence the biological response, triggered by membrane – 
material interactions and subsequent intracellular signaling.  
 
Specifically, we discuss: 
• different interfacing scenarios, including cellular membrane penetration or engulfment, 
and the stimulation of endocytosis; 
• attempts to model the cell membrane – nanostructure interface; 
• the techniques used to fabricate and characterize high-aspect-ratio nanostructures; 
• biochemical stimulation and sensing (delivering molecules into tissues and cells, and 
sensing the intracellular environment); 
• bioelectronic stimulation and sensing (stimulating electrogenic cells, and recording intra- 
and extracellular potentials); 
• biomechanical stimulation and sensing (guiding cell growth, promoting differentiation, 
studying mechanotransduction, using nanostructures for traction-force microscopy, and to 
mechanically capture cells); 
• a brief summary of the emerging use of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures for prokaryotic 
cell interfacing;  
• a summary of the fundamental challenges and open questions in the field. 
 
 
1.1. Why Does This Topic Need a Review? 
Much of the literature using high-aspect-ratio nanostructures for biological interfacing tends 
to exist in discrete silos, related to a given application area (e.g. drug delivery, electronically-
stimulating electrogenic cells, promoting cell differentiation).[1] But irrespective of their use, 




mechanisms occurring at the cell membrane – nanostructure interface. We highlight results 
that have cross-field importance and where appropriate refer to a number of excellent 
perspectives and other reviews relevant to each field.[1–11] The wide range of application areas 
also come with an equally large variety of fabrication and characterization approaches. Hence 
this review also serves as a practical guide to different techniques, that can be adopted by 
researchers depending on the application and available resources. We also aim to summarize 
the questions that we feel are not yet fully satisfactorily answered by the existing body of 
literature, again to aid the design of future studies. 
 
1.2. High-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces as biological metamaterials 
 
Figure 2. Design parameters to consider for high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces that act 
as biological metamaterials. These are: (A) geometry, including the height, tip-width and 
base-width of the nanostructure; (B) the spacing between nanostructures; (C) the uniformity 
of the spacing of the nanostructures (are the nanostructures spaced with a regular periodicity, 
or stochastically?); (D) the presence of any secondary structure, for example the use of porous 
materials; (E) the underlying bulk material (e.g. silicon, gold, polymer, etc). 
 
 
Physically patterning a surface with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures can dramatically alter 
cell interactions with the material. This biological response is strongly influenced by the 




Underlying all are common biological questions, such as understanding the impact of 
nanostructures on cellular and nuclear membranes, and cell behavior. While the desired 
biological response may vary (e.g. how can intracellular access be increased, how can specific 
differential fates be promoted?), the fundamental consideration remains the same; what is the 
relationship between material structure and biological response? 
 
We propose a new way of framing high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces as ‘biological 
metamaterials’. The term metamaterial is borrowed from the physical sciences, where it 
describes materials whose unusual physical properties arise from their patterned structure, 
rather than an innate property of the bulk material. For example, electromagnetic 
metamaterials can have a negative refractive index (which causes incident radiation to refract 
in the opposite direction to a conventional material).[12,13] Mechanical metamaterials can have 
a negative Poisson’s ratio (where a material expands laterally as it is stretched longitudinally, 
rather than contracts).[14–18] 
 
Analogously, a biological metamaterial results in an unnatural biological response. It may 
cause cells to align in a highly oriented or artificial manner, or promote spontaneous 
membrane penetration, or result in unnaturally perturbed cellular and nuclear membranes.  
In some applications, nanostructured materials are proposed as implant coatings, which aim to 
invisibly integrate biomaterials into the host (and avoid the sequence of biological interactions 
that result in a foreign body response)[19]. In effect, these nanostructured surfaces attempt to 
cloak the implant from the rest of the body. We propose that in a biological metamaterial this 
response is driven primarily by the physical patterning of the material. Changing the 




physical metamaterials), but the main effects derive from the structure. Furthermore, a 
distinguishing feature of a biological metamaterial is the length scale of these structures. In 
physical metamaterials, individual structures are smaller than the wavelength of the incident 
waves. Similarly, in biological metamaterials, individual structures have sub-cellular 
dimensions (typically in the micron and sub-micron regime for mammalian cells). In both 
cases, it is this use of structures smaller than the target system which is responsible for the 
observed properties. Figure 2 summarizes some of the design parameters that can be 
considered as influencing the behavior of a biological metamaterial. 
 
Interestingly, the similar length scales mean biological and electromagnetic metamaterials can 
overlap. For example, gold nanorod arrays (that would look very familiar in a cell interfacing 
experiment) have been used as a plasmonic metamaterial biosensor,[20] and Dipalo et al. 
recently argued for incorporating plasmonic metamaterials as part of an intracellular sensing 
platform.[21] Careful design could allow the fabrication of hybrid biological/plasmonic 
metamaterials to simultaneously benefit from desirable biological and physical behaviors. 
 
So why define high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces to be biological metamaterials? Our 
hope is that it provides an umbrella term to bring together studies from different application 
areas and highlight common research questions. How can we quantitatively relate cellular and 
nuclear membrane perturbations to nanostructure geometry? What is the relationship between 
cell size (or volume), geometry, and biological response (and what can we learn from studies 
with smaller prokaryotic cells)? What are the geometric thresholds for these biological 




questions within the scope of biological metamaterials presents a useful approach to help 
guide research efforts. 
 
1.3. Scope, Terminology and Takeaway Message 
 
Figure 3. Illustration of the relative sizes of a selection of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures 
used in biointerfacing studies. A: ordered silicon pillar arrays for cell transfection.[22] B: 
diamond nanoneedle array for delivering probes and anti-cancer drugs into cells.[23] C: silicon 
nanowires for gene delivery.[24] D: plasmonic micropillars for cell traction force 
measurements.[25] E: porous silicon nanoneedles for in vivo growth factor delivery into muscle 
tissue.[26] F: silicon nanowire arrays for cell transfection.[27] G: vertical nanowire electrode 
arrays for interfacing neuronal cells.[28] H: diamond nanoneedle arrays for intracellular 
delivery.[29] I: silicon micropillar arrays for investigating single and collective cell behaviors 
on structured surfaces.[30] J: vertical nanopillars for studying nuclear deformation.[31] K: 
hollow nanostraws for intracellular sampling and longitudinal monitoring.[32] L: vertical 
carbon nanofibre electrodes for electrochemical intracellular communication.[33] (Note: here 
we use the authors’ original nomenclature for each description, to reflect the variety of terms 
found within the literature. In some reports, multiple geometries were fabricated, here a 
representative geometry is shown.) Inset: micrograph of FIB-SEM milled cross-section of a 
human mesenchymal stem cell interfacing porous silicon nanoneedles, scale bar 2 µm, 






Here we examine surfaces, rather than untethered high-aspect-ratio nanostructures,[35–38] or 
single-cell probes.[39–47] The description ‘high-aspect-ratio’ is loosely defined in the literature, 
but is typically applied to structures with an aspect ratio equal to or greater than 10:1.[6,48–51]  
In this context, this means the majority of nanostructures we review here are less than 10 µm 
high, with sub-micron tips (with a few exceptions), see Figure 3. We do not consider 
micropatches (also referred to as microneedles) in this review, which can share similar aspect 
ratios, but have heights an order-of-magnitude larger.[52,53] 
 
Due to the broad range of fields encompassed by this review, there is little consistency in 
terminology. When referring to the original articles, expect to see high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures described as: nanoneedles, nanopillars, nanowires, nanostraws, nanotubes, 
nanoelectrodes, nanobars, nanoblades, nanospikes, nanoposts, nanowhiskers, vertical 
nanostructures and more. As each report defines the geometries differently, we use the 
authors’ original nomenclature wherever practical to aid with follow-up literature searches. 
But be warned, one scientist’s nanopillar is another’s nanowire... 
 
Our message to engineers reading this review: the most valuable literature not only describes 
well-engineered nanotopographies, but also presents a clear and relevant application, and/or 
helps explains the biological mechanisms at the biointerface. For biologists: high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures can control and strongly influence the cellular and intracellular 
microenvironment, and a huge range of materials already exist that can probe fundamental 





2. Understanding the Cell – Nanostructure Interface 
 
Figure 4: Illustration of the different ways the cell membrane can interact with high-aspect-
ratio nanostructures. The cell membrane can engulf nanostructures to varying degrees (A), 
penetration of the membrane can occur under specific conditions (B), and there is evidence 




2.1. Cell membrane interactions with nanostructured surfaces 
The precise interaction of the cell membrane with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures is critical 
to the biochemical, bioelectronic and biomechanical effects discussed in the sections below. 
How high-aspect-ratio nanostructures facilitate intracellular access, particularly when used to 
deliver biocargoes or electrical stimulate cells is a key question when considering material 
and experimental design. Throughout the literature interactions are variously described as 
penetrating, piercing, perturbing, impaling, indenting and mechanically disrupting the cell 
membrane, which reflects in part the lack of consensus over what is happening. In particular, 
many reports question whether the cell membrane is spontaneously penetrated by 
nanostructures,[2,4,11,28,56–65] and this topic has been presented as a source of contention within 
the field. In this context, spontaneous penetration refers to a high-aspect-ratio nanostructure 
piercing the membrane of a cell that has been seeded onto a surface (with minimal applied 
external force). From the literature reviewed here, it is clear that while spontaneous 




surfaces. This behavior is dependent on a wide-range of factors, including geometry and cell – 
surface adhesion. Here we consider the evidence for three broadly different interfacing 
scenarios that are highly relevant when interpreting experimental observations (Figure 4). 
These are: a) engulfment of the cell membrane around nanostructures, b) penetration of the 
cell membrane – either spontaneously or under an external driving force, c) and active-uptake 
by cells seeded on top of nanostructures. These scenarios are not mutually exclusive or 
exhaustive but are often cited in the literature. (We are not considering the degree of 
engulfment here – for example when cells perch on top of nanostructures – see the next 
section for greater discussion.) 
 
2.2. Methods for interfacing nanostructured surfaces and cells 
 
Figure 5: Illustration of a range of different methods used to interface high-aspect-ratio 




methods include: (A) seeding the cells and allowing them to settle under gravity onto the 
substrate; (B) either manually or mechanically interfacing the surface from above; (C) 
sandwiching the nanostructured surface with cells and centrifuging; (D) inkjet printing of 
cells (algae) directly onto the surface; (E) forcibly and repeatedly pipetting cells onto the 
surface; and (F) using a micropipette to manually push single cells onto inclined 
nanostructure. Once on the surface a range of poration methods can be combined to further 
modify the interfacing behavior, including: (G) electroporation; (H) optoporation; and (I) 
chemical poration techniques. 
 
 
Membrane interactions are highly dependent upon the chosen interfacing method. Figure 5 
illustrates a range of interfacing approaches across the literature. Cells can be seeded onto 
loaded nanostructures (Figure 5A);[66–68] the nanostructured surface can be placed (or 
mechanically impaled) onto an existing cell layer (Figure 5B);[26,69,70] additional force can be 
provided by centrifugation (Figure 5C).[26,29,71–73] Cells can also be forcibly impaled by more 
uncommon techniques, such as inkjet printing (Figure 5D),[74] by repeatedly pipetting cells 
onto nanostructures (Figure 5E),[23,75] or via single-cell manipulation (Figure 5F).[76] 
 
Centrifugation increases the penetration force of nanoneedles, ostensibly above the 
mechanical barrier provided by the membrane.[26,69,77] It has the benefit of rapid interfacing 
with well-defined force,[78] has been used to penetrate prokaryotic cells with rigid cell 
walls,[79] but is impractical in most tissue interfacing applications. While one report has 
suggested centrifugation leads to non-uniform transfection,[80] most report no issues, other 
than the need to carefully optimize the interfacing parameters. A few studies have 
systematically studied the impact of increased interfacing force, either by increasing 
centrifugation speed,[81] or by using a motorized compression test stand to interface 
nanostructured substrates with cells,[73] and found that increased force correlated with both 
increased delivery and cell death. To complicate matters, the optimum interfacing force may 





An unusual interfacing approach has been proposed by Kim et al., who synthesized inclined 
gallium nitride nanoneedles, with angles as small as ~30 between needle and substrate.[76] 
Their motivation was predominantly for single-cell interfacing, where the angle of nanoneedle 
better matches the incoming angle of a cell attached to a glass micropipette (illustrated in 
Figure 5F), and they successfully delivered dyes and single-stranded DNA in this manner.  
 





Figure 6: Examples of cell membranes engulfing nanostructured surfaces. (A) Nanopillar 
engulfment by a neuronal cell body, imaged by focused-ion-beam scanning-electron 
microscopy. Reproduced with permission.[82] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. 
(B) Scanning-electron-microscopy micrograph of gold mushroom-shaped electrode, plus (C) 
engulfment of electrode by a neuroendocrine cell (PC12). Reproduced under terms of CC BY 
license.[83] Copyright 2018, Spira, Shmoel, Huang and Erez. (D) Fluorescence confocal image 
of a human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cell cultured on an indium arsenide nanowire array 
(cell body green and membrane red), showing wrapping of the membrane around each 







Many electron microscopy studies have illustrated that cell membranes can engulf high-
aspect-ratio nanostructures, with no clear evidence of membrane rupture (see Figure 6 for 
some examples).[26,64,66,82,84–86] Electron microscopy is limited to a fixed moment in time, so 
may fail to capture the highly dynamic nature of the membrane,[87] which can undergo rapid 
repair.[11,88] However, engulfment without penetration has also been seen in live cell optical 
imaging. Berthing et al. imaged intact cell membranes wrapping around indium arsenide 
nanowire arrays using fluorescence confocal live cell imaging (Figure 6D).[61] Their study 
revealed intact cell membranes with no penetration in 95% of the nanowires studied (the 
remaining 5% of nanowires, 29 out of the 542 examined, were ambiguous). 
 
2.4. Spontaneous Penetration of Cells is Rare 
Intracellular delivery experiments with hollow nanostraws provide further evidence that 
spontaneous penetration is rare.[59,89] However, penetration can be enhanced via 
electroporation,[90,91] optoporation,[92] or by coating nanostraws with strongly cell-adhering 
coatings.[93,94] Bioelectronic experiments show that nanoelectrodes only measure intracellular 
potentials after poration techniques have been applied,[62,95,96] and rapidly return to measuring 
extracellular potentials in the absence further external stimulus, again highlighting the need 
for an external force to disrupt the membrane. Dipalo et al. explored this behavior explicitly 
using a range of nanopillar geometries using fluorescent-, and electron-microscopy, and 
electrophysiological measurements.[64] All three methods consistently showed no spontaneous 
penetration of the membrane, except in a handful cases. 
 




The detection of cytosolic components,[69,71] and delivery of membrane-impermeable 
cargoes,[29,93,97] are evidence that under the right conditions penetration can occur. From a 
mechanical perspective, systems such as silicon porous nanoneedles have been found to 
sustain forces well in excess of those required to penetrate a membrane (as determined using 
single-cell force microscopy studies).[26,40,98] However, the cell membrane may not be the only 
barrier to penetration. Dynamic reorganization in response to stimulation by nanostructured 
surfaces can result in the recruitment of cytoskeletal proteins,[99] creating an actin meshwork 
in the vicinity of the membrane (the plasmalemmal undercoat).[58,100] The effect of this 
meshwork depends upon how nanostructures are interfaced with cells. Kagiwada et al. used 
single-nanoneedle penetration experiments to argue that the actin meshwork reduces 
membrane fluidity, and is necessary to give the mechanical properties required for 
penetration.[101] Although this finding was later disputed by Angle et al. who found that they 
could rupture the cell membrane (of cells without an actin meshwork) by continuing to probe 
the cell well beyond just the initial indentation.[102] Aalipour et al. found that when cells are 
seeded onto nanostraws, this same meshwork can instead act as a barrier. They used hollow 
nanostraws to consecutively deliver a membrane-permeabilizing solvent and actin-
depolymerizing toxin (dimethyl sulfoxide and latrunculin A respectively) to cells seeded onto 
the surface, to separately explore the effects of membrane and cytoskeleton permeability.[58] 
They found permeabilizing the membrane alone was not sufficient to facilitate intracellular 







Figure 7: Aalipour et al.’s illustration of nanostraw – cell membrane interfacing behavior. (A 
– C) In the absence of chemical poration the majority of nanostraws do not penetrate the 
membrane, (B) a few penetrate the membrane but not the actin meshwork, (C) a few penetrate 
both the membrane and meshwork. (D – F) Using dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and latrunculin 
A, the cell membrane and/or actin meshwork can be chemically porated facilitating access. 
Scenario F provides the greatest degree of intracellular access. Reproduced with 
permission.[58] Copyright American Chemical Society, 2014. 
 
 
2.6. High-Aspect-Ratio Nanostructures Can Induce Endocytosis 
To further complicate the interpretation of intracellular delivery experiments, nanostructured 
surfaces have also been observed to induce endocytosis,[103,99,84] causing the cell to actively 
uptake cargoes without the need for penetration. Generally, eukaryotic cells have a range of 
mechanisms for the active uptake of molecules surrounding the cell, including: 1) 
phagocytosis, 2) pinocytosis, and 3) receptor-mediated endocytosis.[104] Curvature-sensitive 
membrane proteins are well-known to play an active role in these processes,[87,105] and recent 







Figure 8: Figure adapted from the work of Zhao et al., illustrating the principles of their 
experimental setup. (A) Scanning-electron-microscopy micrographs of their array of low-
aspect-ratio nanopillars, with varying diameters (top row micrograph scale bar 10 µm, bottom 
row micrographs scale bars 400 nm). (B) They then seeded genome-edited cells (SK-MEL-2) 
onto these structures, which expressed red-fluorescent-protein-tagged clathrin (CLTA-RFP) 
and green-fluorescent-protein-tagged dynamin2 (DNM2-GFP). Using immunofluorescence 
microscopy they averaged multiple cells over multiple geometries to determine differences in 
intensity. (C) From this analysis they determined that nanopillar radii less than 200 nm 
resulted in a rapid increase in the quantity of observed proteins. Adapted with permission.[106] 
Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. 
 
 
The behavior of cells attempting to phagocytose nano- and microstructured surfaces has 
previously been reported by a number of groups,[107,108] and other endocytosis pathways 
appear to be influenced too. Galic et al. showed that tin oxide nanocones cause the 
recruitment of N-BAR domain proteins to curved regions.[109] Zhao et al. investigated how 
low-aspect-ratio quartz nanopillars and nanobars can stimulate protein-recruitment during 
clathrin-mediated endocytosis.[106] (See also their recently reported fabrication and interfacing 
protocol.[110]) They systematically altered membrane curvature in cancerous skin cells (SK-




dependent clustering of ten endocytosis-related proteins, including clathrin and dynamin2. 
Critically, they observed that clustering was greatest around features with 200-nm or less radii 
of curvature, the regime most relevant for high-aspect-ratio nanostructures (Figure 8). They 
also noted strong actin recruitment to the curved regions, suggesting that the curvature 
induces further cytoskeletal and mechanotransduction processes. 
 
It is unclear whether all high-aspect-ratio nanostructures can induce endocytosis. VanDersarl, 
Xu et al. saw no significant upregulation of the endocytosis-related gene expression in cells 
cultured on their nanostraw platform.[89] However, where it does occur, high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures can be used to enable endocytosis-mediated intracellular delivery. Gopal et al. 
investigated the role of silicon nanoneedles in modulating different endocytic pathways in 
human mesenchymal stem cells.[84] They observed considerable ruffling of the apical 
membrane (the top surface of the cell), and a strong engulfment of nanoneedles by the basal 
membrane (the bottom surface, closest to the substrate). Proteins integral to both clathrin- and 
caveolae-mediated endocytosis (caveolin-1 and clathrin light chain) were found co-localize 
with nanoneedles in the basal membrane, but not in the apical. At the same time, clathrin pits 
and caveolae (the membrane invaginations of these processes) were observed at the 
nanoneedle – basal membrane interface. By using specific cargoes, known to be trafficked by 
clathrin-, caveolae-mediated endocytosis, and micropinocytosis mechanisms, they were able 
to show nanoneedles increased uptake by each mechanism (Figure 9). While much of this 
cargo ends up in the endolysosomal system, a significant proportion (38% of siRNA) is still 
active in the cytosol, indicating that endocytosis-inducing nanoneedle-mediated delivery still 
retains biological function. While this efficiency will vary with cargo,[111] it provides insight 






Figure 9: Gopal et al. nanoinjected cells with different cargoes to explore which uptake 
mechanisms were stimulated by interfacing with porous silicon nanoneedles. (A) Percentage 
of positive cells for different mechanism-specific cargoes. Transferrin is a clathrin-mediated 
endocytosis cargo, cholera toxin B-subunit (CTxB) is a caveolae-specific cargo, and dextran 
(Dex, tested in different molecular weights) is a micropinocytosis-specific cargo. After 
confirming that surface area did not affect loading efficacy, they noted that all cargoes were 




Focused-ion-beam scanning-electron-microscopy micrograph of nanoneedle interacting with 
cell membrane (scale bars 100 nm), showing two different types of vesicular structure 
(clathrin pits and caveolae). (C) 3D reconstruction of vesicular structures on nanoneedle (red) 
and non-nanoneedle (blue) regions, nanoneedles shown in green. Reproduced under the terms 






3. Modelling the Cell – Nanostructure Interface 
A number of attempts have been made to model the cell – nanostructure interface to help 
better understand the range of observed interfacing behaviors. Here, we summarize the design 
and output from a range of models, categorized by the question they are trying to answer. We 
focus on animal cell interactions here as the primary interest, but it is worth noting that there 
have been attempts to model prokaryotic cell interfacing too.[112,113] Similarly, we focus on 
high-aspect-ratio nanostructures tethered to a surface, for a more general exploration of cell – 
nanomaterial interactions, see the review of Gao.[114] 
 
Models broadly consist of continuum-type, where the membrane is treated like a continuous 
sheet that can be characterized by key parameters such as tension, or stiffness; or molecular-
based simulations, which attempt to simulate the interactions between constituent molecules 
directly. Continuum-based models, as first proposed by Helfrich,[115] consider the balance of 
forces or free-energy at the cell-substrate interface.[56,116,59,117,118] These have the benefit of 
rapidly showing an ensemble response, at the expense of the role of complex molecular 
interactions on membrane disruption.[63] Conversely, molecular dynamic simulations can offer 
greater insight at a smaller scale, but are computationally expensive, limiting the simulation 
window to very small regions. 
 
3.1. How Likely is Spontaneous Penetration on Nanowires? 
Spontaneous membrane penetration by high-aspect-ratio nanostructures is perhaps the largest 
discussion area in the field of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures and hence multiple attempts 
have been made to model this interaction. Melosh and colleagues developed a continuum-




gravitational force acting upon the cell, with the hydrostatic pressure inside (considering the 
cell as a membrane bound liquid) and the net membrane tension. Given the dependence of the 
net membrane tension on nanowire geometry, their model suggests that membrane penetration 
is strongly affected by cell – substrate adhesion, nanowire and array geometry, and cell 
stiffness.[56] Ultimately, they conclude that spontaneous penetration of the membrane under 
gravity alone is unlikely for nanowires greater than 20 nm in diameter. They also found that 
sharper nanowires reduce the required penetration force, while simultaneously reducing 
contact area and increasing membrane tension. Stiffer cells can be penetrated more efficiently, 
due to a smaller contact area between the membrane and nanowire, but only for large 
nanowire spacings. Dense arrays quickly inhibit adhesion between the membrane and 
substrate, causing cells to sit on top of the nanowire array. 
 
 
Figure 10: Illustrations and model outcomes adapted from the report by Xie et al., exploring 
the dynamic settling behavior of cells on nanostructures. (A) Their adhesion model proposes 
that, under the appropriate conditions, as a cell settles onto a nanostructure, the membrane 




for engulfment is the relative vertical adhesion force between the membrane and substrate. (C 
+ D) As the remaining contact area decreases with time, so too does the net adhesive force, 
resulting in a time beyond which the adhesion force becomes less than the penetration force, 
ultimately making spontaneous penetration increasingly unlikely. (E) The relationship 
between various geometric, membrane and surface parameters for their adhesion model, 
where the orange, green and magenta regions indicate the parameter space where penetration 
is possible, for the corresponding nanowire heights. Adapted with permission.[59] Copyright 
2015, American Chemical Society. 
 
 
The same authors later elaborated on this model in order to reconcile dynamic effects after the 
cell has settled on nanostructures.[59] Their revised model considers how the membrane 
continues to engulf the nanowire after cell settling, due to the adhesive membrane – substrate 
interaction (Figure 10). They argue that as a greater proportion of membrane contacts the 
base of the substrate, the effective adhesive force is reduced due to the reduction in remaining 
contact area. The force required to penetrate the membrane remains broadly constant, so 
eventually the adhesive force drops below the level required for penetration. Xie et al. use this 
model to describe a window of time after settling, during which penetration of the membrane 
is most likely, as validated by experimental results with hollow nanostraws. After this point, 
further penetration is unlikely, but can occur if the cell provides an additional traction force. 
This traction force is dependent upon the angle between the membrane and nanowire (pulling 
straight down on a nanowire requires less force to cause penetration), consistent with a 
separate study by Santoro et al. who found, after normalization, that cells were twice as likely 
to engulf nanostructures directly under their center than towards their edge.[66] 
 
The outcome of their modelling again suggests a series of intuitive design rules for 
influencing the likelihood of spontaneous penetration by altering the spacing and height of 




the expense of limiting the number of cell – nanowire interactions. To overcome this, they 
propose increasing cell adhesion by modifying the surface chemistry of the nanowires. They 
found again that cell stiffness plays an important role in whether cells are penetrated, 
consistent with the wide variety of behavior seen in experimental results. The authors note 
that their model does not consider dynamic reorganization within the cell, and assumes the 
force transporting components are infinitely small, when in reality forces are transported by 
discrete protein units. 
 
Lee et al. adopted this force-based approach to help understand the impact of inkjet printing 
cells onto silicon nanowires.[74] They were able to model the penetration force as a function 
on inkjet jetting speed, and used this to optimize the fixation of individual cells on top of each 
nanowire. 
 
3.2. Will Cells Sink in, or Settle onto Nanostructures? 
 
Figure 11: A free-energy model for cell settling behavior on nanostructured surfaces, as 
proposed by Buch-Månson et al. (A) Scanning-electron-microscopy micrograph of cells 
suspended on top of nanostructure arrays in ‘top’ state (scale bar 5 µm). (B) Scanning-
electron-microscopy micrograph of cells engulfing nanostructure arrays in ‘bottom’ state 
(scale bar 2 µm). (C) Illustration of membrane behavior as described by the model. (D) The 
change in free energy for the membrane – surface interaction, as a function of nanostructure 
density. In this model, if the overall change in free energy is greater than zero, the system 




properties, the model predicts that the transition point between states will occur at different 
nanostructure densities. Adapted with permission.[117] Copyright 2015, John Wiley and Sons. 
 
 
The result of Xie et al. highlighting the lack of spontaneous penetration,[56] provided an 
assumption (exploited in later models) that to effectively understand cell behavior, the balance 
of free energy of the membrane (rather than gravitational force) should be considered. 
Martinez and colleagues have extensively studied geometry-dependent cell response both 
experimentally and theoretically.[120,61,116,121–123,117,124,125] Their model considers the cell as a 
soft-shelled droplet,[126] and defines the free energy of the cell – substrate interaction as: the 
sum of the cell – substrate adhesion, the change in surface tension caused by an increase in 
cell surface area, and the change in elastic energy caused by bending the membrane.[116,117] 
Depending on the combination of these parameters, their model predicts two cell settling 
states: a ‘top’ state, where cells rest on top of the nanostructures; and ‘bottom’ where cells 
fully engulf the nanostructures (Figure 11). For realistic cell values, Buch-Månson et al. used 
this approach to predict that the bending energy term (a function of cell stiffness, 
nanostructure density, diameter and length) dominates over adhesion and tension effects.[117] 
The model also suggests that membrane wrapping around the nanowire is not normally 
energetically favorable, and requires external force. They were able to verify their model 
against literature and experimental data,[124,125] also observing an intermediate settling 






Figure 12: A phase-diagram illustrating the output from the cell-settling model of Zhou et al. 
The color scale indicates the degree of adhesion depth (i.e. how far the cell sinks into the 
nanostructures). The black and white lines indicate the boundary for cells either being a fully-
engulfed ‘bottom’ or ‘top’ state. Reproduced with permission.[118] Copyright 2018, Royal 
Society of Chemistry. 
 
More recently, Zhou et al. attempted to expand on this approach, to accommodate the impact 
of nanostructure diameter, by expressing the change in bending energy as three separate 
terms: membrane unfolding, stretching and edge effects.[118] Their model predicts that for 
realistic nanostructure densities (25 – 100 nanostructures per 100 µm2), sharper 
nanostructures tend to favor greater membrane deformation over blunt (Figure 12). In 
contrast to the previous model, they argue that the limited space between high-density large-
diameter nanostructures means the energy required to stretch and unfold the membrane 
dominates over any adhesion effects. For lower densities and radii, adhesion dominates, 
resulting in deformed membrane. However, their model also predicts that for very low radii 
less than approximately 10 nm, the energy required to bend the membrane exceeds that of the 
adhesion, and cells revert to an on-top state. While this is consistent with the previously 
discussed model,[117] the result remains true even for very low nanostructure densities, i.e. 
very sparse, very sharp nanostructures will not deform the membrane, which appears to again 





3.3. How Does Surface Chemistry Affect Single Nanopillar Penetration? 
 
Figure 13: Dissipative particle dynamics simulation of either a hydrophilic (A) or 
hydrophobic (B) probe penetrating a model of a lipid bilayer, for different simulation 
timepoints. The degree of membrane disruption is strongly influenced by the surface 
chemistry of the probe. Reproduced with permission.[127]  Copyright 2013, Elsevier. 
 
 
In the work discussed above, Buch-Månson et al. also demonstrated both theoretically and 
experimentally the importance of surface chemistry on cell adhesion behavior.[117] Liu et al. 
explicitly modelled a single nanopillar penetrating a bilayer membrane, and found that a 
nanopillar coated with hydrophobic ligands spatially disrupts the membrane far more than 
hydrophilic ligands (Figure 13). In the latter case the membrane reforms neatly around the 
nanopillar. Disruption could be further decreased by patterning either axially-orientated, 
alternating stripes, or randomly-patterned hydrophilic and hydrophobic ligands on the 
nanopillar.[127] While only applied to a single nanostructure, for those interested in promoting 
membrane penetration, this result subtly suggests that patterned surface chemistries (achieved 
perhaps by using self-assembly onto microfabricated layers) are a possible route to improving 
the likelihood of spontaneous penetration, an idea supported experimentally by the 





3.4. How Does Nanopillar Curvature Disrupt the Cell Membrane?  
 
Figure 14: A two-dimensional coarse-grain molecular dynamics simulation of a strained 
membrane, rupturing about two different curved edges. (A + B) Sharper edges make 
membrane rupture more likely for a given traction force. (C + D) Capozza et al. were able to 
replicate this result experimentally using two different types of nanopillar, with differing 
sharpness edges. (E + F) Despite being relatively short, wide nanostructures, greater delivery 
of a membrane-impermeable dye was seen on the sharper-edged structures (compare the 
greater degree of red staining shown in the fluorescence micrograph E compared to F). 
Adapted with permission.[63] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. 
 
 
Capozza et al. used a coarse-grain molecular dynamics simulation to explore the impact of 
nanopillar taper on membrane disruption.[63] They argue that the continuum-style models 
described above fail to account for membrane disruption caused by the sharp transition 
between nanopillar sidewall and flat top. Their approach considers the interplay between 




where the membrane is pulled across a sharp edge. They simulated a bilayer membrane, 
yielding reasonable agreement to realistic membrane properties, given the two-dimensional 
nature of their model (Figure 14). They found that the spacing between adjacent hydrophilic 
heads in their membrane increases rapidly with decreasing membrane curvature, causing 
membrane rupture to occur for even small forces at high curvature. One important outcome of 
their model is the suggestion that even large diameter nanopillars can induce spontaneous 
membrane rupturing, provided the taper between the sidewall and top is sharp. They 
experimentally verified this result by seeding fibroblasts (NIH-3T3) onto silicon nanopillars 
with either a sharp (~20 nm) or smooth (~250 nm) taper. Using membrane permeable and 
impermeable dyes, they observed that sharp-tipped nanopillars facilitated about 70% delivery 
while delivery on blunt nanopillars was negligible. The high delivery was achieved despite 
using a relatively low-aspect-ratio (~1.25:1) and large tip-diameter (2 µm), a scenario not 
typically envisaged by other models. 
 
Interestingly, Capozza et al.’s experimental regime is similar to the protein-recruiting studies 
of Zhao et al. (as discussed above, and part illustrated in Figure 8).[99] In the latter case, quartz 
flat-topped nanopillars and elongated nanobars of different radii-of-curvature were used to 
study the recruitment of proteins to the membrane. One might expect that the sharp transition 
from the vertical sidewall of these structures to the flat top (effectively a tight radius of 
curvature, in a different plane), might also trigger protein recruitment, however Zhao et al. did 
not witness this in elongated nanobar structures, where proteins were only recruited around 
the rounded ends. Further studies exploring the subtlety of in- and out- of plane curvature, as 
well as whether there is a threshold for membrane-curvature-induced protein recruitment, may 





3.5. Can Adding a Cap to the Tip Improve Membrane Engulfment? 
Santoro et al. considered the impact of aspect-ratio, and of the addition of a mushroom-shaped 
cap to the top of nanoelectrodes.[66] They developed a continuum membrane model to support 
their experimental observation of membrane wrapping around different shaped structures. 
They found that the presence of a cap substantially increased the degree of membrane 
engulfment, as did increasing the aspect-ratio of the nanoelectrode. They found that adding a 
cap to nanowires improves membrane engulfment, preferable for their ultimate application of 
forming a high-resistance electrical seal between cell and nanoelectrode. Perhaps critically, 
they also highlighted how this resistance is likely to vary considerably with electrode location 
under the cell, thanks to the differing cytoskeletal forces acting at the center and periphery. 
 
3.6. Limitations of Current Models 
While cell-settling models can provide insight into general cell behaviors, it is also important 
to note many other types of interaction are also possible. Wierzbicki et al. empirically 
describe a total of seven discrete cases for fibroblasts (NIH-3T3) cultured on silicon 
nanowires, including nanowires that had been crushed, underwent cellular uptake, or were 
being probed by microvilli blebbing from the cell.[130] Similarly, although most theoretical 
(and indeed experimental) results suggest that spontaneous penetration is highly unlikely, this 
may not necessarily be true for all cell types. Inspired by the use of black silicon as a 
bactericidal substrate, Pham et al. studied the interaction of red blood cells with black silicon, 
an extremely dense and sharp nanowire surface, and observed spontaneous cell lysis.[131] 
Their modelling suggested that just a handful of nanowire – membrane contacts were enough 





The nature of modelling problems often necessitates careful choice and focus of parameters to 
yield a computationally tractable problem. The models presented here tend to simplify the 
nanostructure itself, however the results of Capozza et al. have demonstrated the importance 
of considering factors such as edge sharpness on local membrane disorder.[63] Future 
modelling could aim to understand the impact of edge sharpness in three-dimensional 
membranes, where total membrane rupture (as typically modelled in two-dimensional 
systems) is unlikely. Given the ability of cell membranes to repair rapidly,[88] modelling either 
transient or metastable damage may also be required to more accurately model membrane – 




4. Fabrication Techniques 
 
Figure 15. Multiple fabrication approaches exist for fabricating high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures. Patterns can be well-ordered, defined by parallel or serial patterning 
processes, or stochastically defined by semi-random deposition processes. Subtractive (also 
called top-down) processes remove material from the substrate, additive (also known as 
bottom-up) processes deposit material. Once fabricated, a number of techniques exist to 




4.1. Fabricating High-Aspect-Ratio Nanostructures is a Multi-Step Process 
High-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces are used not only in the biological applications 
discussed here, but also to create materials in other research fields, such as optoelectronics 
and other forms of surface engineering.[6] As a result, there are already a huge range of 
techniques that can be used to achieve similar structures. In our attempt to codify this, we 
consider the practical steps needed to fabricate nanostructures (Figure 15). Firstly, a template 
or pattern is required to define the location of each nanostructure on the surface. This could be 
a well-defined photopatterned design, or alternatively from randomly deposited metal clusters 
on the surface of the substrate, or from a naturally occurring material whose pattern specifies 
the location of each nanostructure. Secondly, this pattern is used as a template to either 
selectively remove or add material to the substrate. These approaches are often referred to 
‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ approaches respectively, in particular with respect to 
nanofabrication, although the reader may also encounter the related terms ‘subtractive’ or 
‘additive’ manufacturing. Once a nanostructured surface has been patterned, some researchers 
use this substrate as a master pattern, which can be replicated using transfer techniques 
multiple times. Not all techniques fall neatly into this categorization, sometimes both top-
down and bottom-up approaches are combined within one process flow (referred to as a 
hybrid nanofabrication approach), and more esoteric options are summarized at the end of this 
section, along with surface chemical functionalization approaches. 
 
4.2. Defining an Initial Pattern 
Many microfabrication processes require some form of two-dimensional pattern, which is 
then processed into a three-dimensional structure. The location of individual nanostructures 




processes; or by a stochastic patterning techniques, where the pattern is defined pseudo-
randomly. Parallel processes simultaneously pattern the entire surface of a substrate and 
include methods such as photolithography and nanoimprint lithography. Serial processes scan 
across a surface to define each individual feature, as seen in techniques like electron-beam 
lithography. In stochastic approaches the absolute position, density and distribution of the 
pattern is defined loosely by some physically- or chemically driven process, for example, 
using electroless deposition to deposit metal clusters with a distribution of sizes on the surface 
of a substrate. 
 
Each approach has pros and cons; parallel processes are generally quick and allow the precise 
definition of pattern location but require expensive and often unmodifiable tooling. Table 1 
gives an overview of the different techniques used for patterning substrates. Serial processes 
have much greater freedom, as the design can be specified digitally at the time of 
manufacture, but patterning large areas is often prohibitively slow and expensive. Stochastic 
processes can be rapid and affordable but lack precise control and can result in a wide 
distribution of feature sizes. This is potentially problematic where consistent surfaces are 
required for cell interactions, which some researchers have argued is essential for maximizing 
the reproducibility of results.[27,132] 
 
Table 1. Microfabrication techniques used for the primary patterning of nanostructures. Note: 
relevant exemplars from the literature are cited against each technique. The minimum feature 
size and length of patternable area are highly equipment and facility dependent, these values 
are derived from the either manufacturer provided specifications at the time of writing, or 
from the literature, where available. Techniques are sorted loosely by their prevalence within 
the field, with the most common listed first. Most fabrication protocols include a combination 
of techniques, here we are referring to the process used to define the initial pattern.  
 
Technique Example applications Minimum 
feature 
size [µm] 





















Tooling expensive and 
unmodifiable   
Complex protocols 
Sub-micron resolution 
challenging to achieve 
















field size ~1 
 1)[146] 
Best resolution 





Very slow, effectively 
limiting patternable area 
Complex protocols 
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Very large area 
patterning possible 
Requires expensive 
master stamp / shim 
Care required to 
optimize resist and 
surface treatments to 
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Very large area 
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~2.5[160] High precision 
Best resolution 
Expensive equipment 
Very slow, effectively 
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chemistry lab, no 
cleanroom required 
Stochastic – limited 
control over pattern 
density and size of 
features 


















Can be performed 
in-situ with growth 
mechanisms for 
efficient processing 
Stochastic – limited 
control over pattern 
density and size of 
features 
Challenging to align to 
existing features  
Direct (write) 
laser lithography 
Nanoneedles[172] 1 – 50[173] 100[173] Flexible design (no 
fixed tooling 
required) 
Typically easier to 
pattern large areas 





resolution due to larger 
laser beam spot size 
Requires relatively 
specialist equipment 
a)This is an estimate of the reasonable diameter over which a given technique can be used to 
define a pattern, assuming a circular write field; b)nanoimprint lithography requires a master 
stamp (also known as a shim) to define the pattern being imprinted. This stamp is frequently 
fabricated by other techniques, such as electron-beam lithography; c)this refers to using a 
focused-ion beam microscope to selectively mill (or deposit) a pattern of nanostructures; 
d)these techniques, while mainly used to deposit material and turn 2D structures into 3D, can 
also be used to define an initial pattern through the stochastic / partial deposition of another 




Photolithographic approaches are well suited for patterning flat surfaces, where a large area 
(greater than a few millimeters squared) of high-density features is required. The surface is 
coated with a thin-layer of light-sensitive material (a photoresist). Ultraviolet light is projected 
through a mask onto the surface. The mask is typically a glass or quartz plate, coated in an 
opaque material such as chrome, patterned to allow light to pass through in specific locations. 




material is removed by washing the surface in an appropriate solvent, leaving the pattern in 
photoresist on the wafer.[174] 
 
The patterning process is carried out using either a mask aligner or a stepper, both operating 
on similar principles. Mask aligners can achieve resolutions on the order of a few micrometers 
and are typically found in most research laboratories. Modern stepper systems, using complex 
optics and deep-ultraviolet light sources, can achieve sub-50 nm resolutions, but are not 
typically available or economically-feasible in many laboratories. Accordingly, most of the 
literature uses mask aligners, although there a handful of reports using steppers and other 
state-of-the-art projection systems.[134,175,176] Nagai et al. have recently illustrated the level of 
complexity and precision that can be achieved using high-performance lithographic 







Figure 16: Scanning-electron-microscopy micrographs illustrating some of the hollow 
nanoneedle array geometries fabricated by Nagai et al. using i-line stepper lithography. 
Reproduced with permission.[134] Copyright 2019, Elsevier. 
 
 
Aside from defining the initial nanostructure pattern, photolithography can also be used to 
pattern larger order structures, for example to selectively remove nanostructures and 
nanostraws from unwanted regions,[177,178] to form electrical interconnects with 
nanopillars,[179] or to create hybrid micro- and nanoscale architectures.[49] 
 
Mask-less variants of photolithography exist, including interference lithography, which uses 
interfering laser beams to create periodic patterns on the surface of the wafer,[161] and has 
been used to pattern solid silicon nanoneedles for interfacing fibroblast cells.[162] Interference 
lithography makes it easy to rapidly pattern small features over large areas, at the expense of 
design flexibility. 
 
Direct laser lithography is effectively the serial form of photolithography, where an ultraviolet 
laser beam is scanned over a surface to directly pattern a photoresist.[180] It offers freedom 
from expensive photomasks, but requires increased patterning time and typically patterns with 
lower resolution. This technique has been used to successfully prepare molds for casting high-
aspect-ratio polymeric structures.[172] A variant is two-photon patterning (sometimes referred 
to as direct-write or multiphoton lithography), which irradiates the photoresist with a focused 
infrared laser.[181] The high photon density in the focal point results in upconverted photons 
with ultraviolet energies, resulting in a smaller patterning region and enhanced resolution. 
This approach has been used by different groups to directly pattern cell-interfacing polymer 





4.2.2. Electron-Beam Lithography 
Electron-beam lithography is predominantly a serial process, that scans an electron-beam 
across a resist coated surface. Similar to photolithography, the electron beam changes the 
solubility of the resist, allowing specific regions to be removed by washing the surface in a 
solvent. Electron-beam lithography can have significantly higher resolution (sub-50 nm) than 
photolithographic processes but comes at the cost of long patterning times and limited write 
areas. As such it provides a useful research tool, for example patterning small regions to study 
a limited number of cells,[140,142,182] but is not normally feasible where large culture areas are 
required (for example in high-throughput assays). One potential mitigation is to use electron-
beam lithography to define a master stamp, which is then replicated repeatedly using imprint 
techniques, as discussed below. 
 
Electron-beam lithography has also been used as a direct-write tool, to directly pattern 
polymeric nanoneedles and nanobars, without the need for further processing.[140] The main 
limitation in this approach is the penetration depth of electrons, which limits the maximum 
height (and hence aspect ratio) of nanostructures to around 1 µm.  
 
4.2.3. Nanosphere and Colloidal Lithography 
Nanosphere lithography (also referred to as colloidal lithography) uses the self-assembly of 
polymer or microgel-based nanospheres on a surface.[183,169,184,185] A wide range of variants 
exist, for a more in depth discussion see the review of Wang et al.[157] Controlling the type and 
size of particle deposited, the surface chemistry, and deposition conditions allows either well-





Plasma etching and gel-swelling techniques can also be used to vary the pitch and diameter of 
the pattern,[155,187] which can then be transferred to the surface via multiple methods, such as 
ion bombardment,[188] or metal-assisted chemical etching.[143] Depositing different sizes of 
colloidal nanoparticle onto the same substrate allows for more complex pattern formation, a 
process which has been used to fabricate arrays of periodically-spaced nanowires with two 
different diameters.[189] Using multiple patterning steps combined allows more complex 
structures to be created, including hollow silicon nanotubes.[156] Another related technique is 
block copolymer micelle lithography, which uses the deposition of metal ion core micelles on 
a substrate, followed by dry etching, to define a pattern.[190,191] 
 
Limitations include the challenge of achieving uniform, regular self-assembly of the spheres 
without packing defects between different regions, and a lack of design flexibility. The 
interaction between spheres means parameters such as pitch spacing and nanopillar diameter 
are interdependent.[27] 
 
4.2.4. Nanoporous Membranes as a Template for Nanostructures 
Porous membranes can be used to define an initial template for nanostructures, a technique 
sometimes referred to as template synthesis. These membranes can be stochastically-
patterned, for example using track-etched membranes,[79,90,147] or can originate from self-
organized processes such as the anodization of aluminum oxide.[192] 
 
Track-etched membranes (sometimes referred to as ion-track membranes) are formed by 




Geometry, orientation and density are influenced by controlling the energy and orientation of 
the incident ions. Melosh et al. used these membranes as the initial pattern for their nanostraw 
platform. By depositing 10 nm of alumina inside these pores, and then etching away the 
surrounding polycarbonate, they were able to form hollow nanostraws.[193] Others have 
combined track-etched membranes (or photoresist templates) with electrodeposition to 
fabricate solid nanoelectrodes.[194,195] This approach benefits from being able to readily and 
rapidly pattern large-areas, with the downside of a relative lack of control over nanostraw 
placement and distribution uniformity. 
 
Anodized aluminum oxide membranes form a self-organized regularly-spaced pore 
structure.[196,197] These can be used as both etch masks, or as templates for growing metallic 
nanowires.[198] This approach has been used to create silicon molds for imprinting and casting 
nanopillars into polymers,[148,199] and to directly pattern platinum nanowires on an elastomeric 
substrate.[200] In a similar fashion to nanosphere lithography, this approach has the advantage 
of large area patterning with uniform distributions, at the expense of limited design and 
geometry choices. 
 
4.3. Turning Two-Dimensional Patterns into Three-Dimensional Nanostructures 
Techniques that define an initial pattern, must then be converted into a three-dimensional 
nanostructure using either additive (bottom-up) or subtractive (top-down) processes.  
 
4.3.1. Wet Etching 
Wet etching immerses the substrate into an acid or other liquid chemical system that attacks 




electron-beam resist, or for a metal or vapor-deposited masking layer. Depending on the etch 
process, wet etching can be highly isotropic and used to sharpen blunt nanopillars into sharp 
nanoneedles.[162] However isotropic etching is often undesirable, as it fundamentally limits the 
maximum achievable aspect ratio. 
 
Where the substrate is a semiconductor such as silicon, metal-assisted chemical etching can 
be used for anisotropic wet etching. This process uses a patterned metal layer on the substrate 
surface to selectively catalyze the etch reaction, and has been widely used to create high-
aspect-ratio nanostructures for cell and tissue interfacing.[26,27,69,77,125,133,201–203] Metal is 
deposited in unprotected regions on a surface by evaporation or an electroless-deposition 
technique.[26,69] When immersed in a solution of hydrofluoric acid and hydrogen peroxide, the 
metal catalyzes the oxidation of silicon and removes it from the surface.[26] The precise 
reactions are still under some discussion in the literature,[204] but the etch rate of silicon under 
the metal catalyst significantly exceeds that of non-metal coated regions, yielding anisotropic 
etching. By tailoring the etchant composition and silicon doping, the etch behavior can be 
varied extensively,[169,205,206] allowing the direct formation of porous silicon nanostructures,[26] 
and inclined silicon nanowires.[207] 
 
If the catalytic metal layer is incomplete, for example a semi-porous layer of silver 
nanoclusters, then metal-assisted chemical etching can be used to directly fabricate silicon 
nanowires (sometimes called black silicon or silicon nanograss) where the stochastic 
deposition of metal clusters acts as the initial patterning step.[167,168,208] Care needs to be taken 
when fabricating sub-100 nm diameter nanowires as capillary forces and surface tension can 





Wet etch processes like this have the advantage of generally being cheaper and simpler to 
implement than dry-etching approaches. Metal-assisted chemical etching can also achieve 
very high aspect ratios, for example 160:1,[141] which are significantly greater than most other 
processes. The limitations are: material choice, as metal-assisted chemical etching only works 
for inorganic semiconductors (silicon, gallium, etc.); the need to carefully control the etchant 
concentration to achieve uniform and repeatable results; and safety, as the process uses highly 
hazardous materials such as concentrated hydrofluoric acid. 
 
4.3.2. Dry Etching 
Dry etching uses an ionized plasma of reactive molecules to etch surfaces, for example 
oxygen or fluorine-containing gases such as sulfur hexafluoride. Different types of dry 
etching process exist, with varying degrees of isotropy. For example, oxygen plasma etching 
is frequently used in microfabrication processes to clean organic contaminants from surfaces, 
increase the surface energy to promote adhesion,[65,107,211] or to alter the size of patterned 
structures.[183] However, the process is highly isotropic, limiting its efficacy for fabricating 
high-aspect-ratio nanostructures. 
 
Reactive-ion etching is a dry-etching variant that accelerates a plasma towards the substrate 
using an electric field. Ions bombarding the surface remove material from unprotected 
regions, and can be used to sharpen nanopillars into nanoneedles.[26,176] Thanks to the 
electrical bias, reactive-ion etching is more anisotropic than simple oxygen plasma etching, 
and is used frequently to create cell-interfacing nanostructures.[75,212,213] The process is 





Deep-reactive-ion etching overcomes the limitations of reactive-ion etching and allows the 
dry etching of nanostructures with aspect ratios typically in the region of 10:1 to 40:1,[214,48] or 
in extreme cases up to 100:1,[215] thanks to the use of alternating etch and passivation cycles 
that increase the overall anisotropy of the process. In the context of biointerfacing, deep-
reactive-ion etching is most often used to fabricate solid silicon nanoneedles.[73,97,162] The 
benefit of the process is the ability to pattern high-aspect-ratio structures in a highly 
controllable manner (compared to wet-etch techniques). The limitations include the challenge 
of uniform etching over large areas, and the formation of scalloped vertical edges caused by 
the cyclical etching process. These can prevent the nanostructured substrate from being used 
as a master mold for other materials (e.g. polydimethylsiloxane), by preventing clean 
detachment.[51] Scalloped edges can be reduced by careful tuning of the etch and passivation 
cycle parameters, or by applying a subsequent isotropic wet or dry etching process to smooth 
the surface.[216] Cryogenic deep-reactive-ion etching is a variant of the etching process, which 
allows greater control over the vertical sidewalls of structures by cooling the substrate and 
modifying the composition of etch gases.[217,218] This approach avoids the scalloped edges 
formed by non-cryogenic deep-reactive-ion etching, although care is required to ensure the 
chosen resist material is not damaged by the low temperatures.[215] 
 
Dry etching techniques have also been used to directly pattern high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures without an initial patterning layer. This relies on the presence of contaminants 
during the etching process, which act as a stochastic mask. Diamond nanoneedles have been 
fabricated in this manner;[23,71,29] where molybdenum from the substrate holder sputters onto 




be formed from contaminants acting as masking sites on a substrate.[130,209,219] In the case of 
deep-reactive-ion etching, the source of contaminants can be the incomplete removal of the 
passivation layer during the etch cycle.[220,221] The difficulty of using contaminants to mask 
the substrate is the relatively little control over the patterned structures that are formed. 
 
4.3.3. Vapor- and Solution-Based Growth Techniques 
Chemical-vapor deposition uses the reaction of chemical components in a gaseous phase to 
deposit solid material onto a substrate. Depending on the material being deposited, the 
technique can be used to selectively deposit material in well-defined regions by patterning a 
catalyst on the surface (for example metallic nanoparticles).[222] The process has been used to 
fabricate carbon nanofiber substrates for cell interfacing,[223,80,224] and vertically-aligned 
peptide fibers.[225] By selecting an appropriate substrate and chemical precursors,[226] more 
abstract geometries, such as inclined gallium nitride nanoneedles,[76]  can be grown at a range 
of angles to the substrate surface. 
 
Another approach is to take advantage of the vapor-liquid-solid growth mechanism.[227,228] 
This approach also uses the deposition of material from a vapor phase, albeit in a highly 
controllable manner, and can be used to fabricate high-aspect-ratio nanostructures on 
semiconductor surfaces.[229,230] A catalyst, typically a layer of gold nanoparticles, is patterned 
using photolithography, or a stochastic dewetting process.[231] The substrate is then heated 
under vacuum conditions to a temperature greater than the eutectic point of gold and silicon, 
enabling the formation of a liquid droplet of gold-semiconductor alloy. A chemical vapor 
containing the semiconductor (e.g. a silane) is introduced, and preferentially adsorbed by the 




alloy at the substrate interface, resulting in the vertical growth of nanowires.[232] Examples 
include patterning gallium phosphide and indium arsenide nanowires for neuronal cell 
interfacing,[61,120,233] and silicon nanowires for a range of applications.[47,234,235] The process 
has also been combined with atomic layer deposition to fabricate hollow nanotubes.[236] 
 
The benefit of vapor-liquid-solid growth is the large parameter space,[3] allowing a variety of 
complex geometries to be formed,[237,238] including more esoteric structures such as kinked 
nanowires.[239,240] However the process is generally limited to inorganic semiconductor 
materials and relatively high process temperatures, and the nature of the growth mechanism 
means that the orientation of nanowires is dependent upon the crystal orientation of the 
underlying substrate. 
 
Solution-based growth methods include: electrodeposition, which has been used to deposit 
iridium oxide nanostructures on microelectrode arrays,[86] along with gold 
nanoelectrodes;[194,147] the hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate, which has been used to grow 
silica nanowires;[241–243] and hydrothermal synthesis.[244,245] The latter uses the combination of 
high-pressure and/or temperature to trigger the formation of nanostructures, including zinc 
nanorods,[246,247] and titanium/titanium oxide nanotopographies.[244] Direct thermal oxidation 
of copper has also been used to form copper oxide nanowires,[248] which have been used to 
study cell-nanowire interactions.[249] 
 
4.3.4. Ion-Beam Lithography 
Ion-beam lithography operates on a similar principle to electron-beam lithography but uses a 




deposit nanoscale features on a surface, without the need for first defining a pattern. De 
Angelis et al. used a focused beam of gallium ions to mill hollow nanotubes through the back 
of a silicon membrane,[92,250] as well as to directly pattern nanoantennas.[159] Cui and 
colleagues used an additive ion-beam process to individually deposit platinum nanopillars on 
their electrode arrays.[62,251] The benefit is a high level of process control at the expense of 
throughput and patterning area. 
 
Although rarely reported, interference techniques can also be combined with ion-beam 
lithography to produce very short periodicity (sub-100 nm pitch) nanostructures on 
surfaces,[252] which have been used to explore the influence of high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures on the basal membrane of corneal epithelial cells.[253] 
 
4.4. Techniques for Transferring Nanostructure Patterns Between Substrates 
Over the past few decades multiple pattern-transfer and soft-lithography techniques have been 
developed.[254–256] Processes, such as nanoimprint lithography, microcontact printing and hot 
embossing, can be used to transfer patterns of nanostructures between different substrates. 
This is particularly valuable when a master template has been created using a resource-
intensive process such as electron-beam lithography, because it allows the design to be 
replicated into multiple substrates using a faster and more affordable technique. In some 
cases, the transfer process itself can be harnessed to tune or taper the formed 
nanostructures.[199] Another benefit is that nanostructures can be replicated into polymeric or 
other organic materials, which are typically incompatible with the relatively aggressive 






Nanostructures can be replicated using casting, where a mold is filled with a liquid that 
solidifies replicating the underlying pattern.[172,176] Solvent casting typically relies on the 
evaporation of a volatile solvent from the cast mixture,[148,257,258] or a chemical-crosslinking 
mechanism, such as the casting of elastomers (e.g. polydimethylsiloxane).[259,260] The 
simplicity and efficacy of this approach means it has been widely adopted by the research 
community. Examples include the fabrication of: biomimetic copies of high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures found on gecko skins,[261] nanocomposite films for interfacing bacteria,[262] and 
polymer nanopillars for guided stem cell culture.[50,148] Solvent-cast thin layers can also be 
used to modify the surface chemistry of nanostructures.[263] 
 
4.4.2. Imprinting 
Nanoimprint lithography brings together a thermal- or photo-curable polymer system with a 
master mold (sometimes referred to as a nanoimprint shim). The polymer is pressed into the 
mold and cured, forming a negative imprint of the master. The imprint is either used directly 
or imprinted again to form a copy of the master. Nanoimprint lithography has been used to 
replicate both artificial and natural nanostructured surfaces,[175,264] to create nanopillars and 
grooves to study endocytosis,[103] cell dynamics,[265] and mechanotransduction.[67] 
Nanoimprint lithography can be readily upscaled using roll-to-roll manufacturing techniques, 
allowing replication on unprecedented (kilometer) scale.[151] 
 
Hot embossing is conceptually similar to nanoimprint lithography and involves pressing a 
polymer film into a pre-patterned design (referred to as a die). This process transfers the 




nanostructures on stem cell behavior.[142,267] Similarly, injection molding is another 
widespread manufacturing technique that involves the high-pressure injection of a molten 
polymer into a cavity.[268] Although not normally considered a microfabrication technique, 
Stormonth-Darling et al. have shown injection molding can efficiently replicate 100-nm tip 
diameter polycarbonate nanopillars with very high-aspect-ratios (up to 20:1). Rasmussen et al. 
showed how injection-molded nanopillars could be used study stem cell differentiation.[268,269] 
Their work highlights how expensive electron-beam patterned masters can be combined with 
high-throughput manufacturing processes. 
   
4.4.3. Limitations of Casting and Imprinting 
Successful casting and imprinting relies upon good mold filling at the nanoscale (to avoid 
trapped air bubbles which can cause imperfections), and the careful tailoring of the mold 
surface chemistry to ensure clean separation of the cast or imprinted material.[184,268,6] This 
problem is amplified by the large interface area created by high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures.[176] (Indeed the high surface area is the same mechanism found in gecko feet 
to create high adhesion forces.[270]) Improper demolding can lead to a wide-range of defects,[6] 
although elastomer deformation and swelling can be harnessed to create a wider range of 
nanostructure geometries.[271,199,272] 
 
4.4.4. Transfer Processes 
Vertically-aligned nanostructures can be detached from their original surface by embedding 
them in an elastomer (typically polydimethylsiloxane).[273,121,274,133] Mumm et al. used this 
approach to transfer copper oxide nanowires onto a transparent substrate to enable optical 




nanowires using multiple wet etch steps, to help ensure even nanowire height.[273] These 
approaches are particularly interesting as they separate the material properties of the high-
aspect-ratio nanostructure from the properties of the supporting bulk material, offering greater 
control over macro- and nanoscopic properties. 
 
4.5. Esoteric Fabrication Techniques 
Many other nanofabrication approaches exist that do not fall neatly into the categorization 
presented here, including: ultraviolet-assisted capillary force lithography,[275–277] 
nanodrawing,[278] and indentation lithography,[279]. For an overview of these and more, see the 
review of Lee et al.[6] However, one final technique we will highlight here is nanoskiving, as 
originally proposed by Xu et al.[280] The technique involves embedding a pattern in an epoxy 
resin, and then cutting across the design using an ultramicrotome, before laminating the 
section onto a new substrate. While this approach only appears to have been applied to 
horizontally-aligned nanostructures (for cell sensing, guidance and tissue-engineering),[281–283] 
it presents considerable opportunities for generating arrays of vertically-aligned high-aspect-
ratio nanostructures too.[280] 
 
4.6. Surface Chemistry and Functionalization Techniques 
4.6.1. Importance of Considering Surface Chemistry 
This review considers the impact of surface topography, however it is important to note that 
in the context of cell interfacing, any biological or biocargo-loading effects cannot be 
considered in isolation from the substrate surface chemistry. Often in the literature, either 
substrates are used ‘as-is’ from the fabrication process, or a simple surface functionalization 




the impact of surface chemistry in combination with high-aspect-ratio topography. Here we 
summarize the most common surface chemistry modification strategies seen in the 
nanostructure literature. For those interested in plasmonic biosensing, we recommend the 
review of Olivero et al.,[7] which explores the wide-range of chemistries available for 
functionalizing planar surfaces, which could most likely be applied to the nanostructured 
surfaces discussed here. Similarly, for electrophysiological applications, Blau provides a good 
overview of microelectrode array functionalization strategies.[284] Stewart et al. also discuss 
the impact of surface chemistry on intracellular delivery.[11] 
 
Figure 17: Illustration of different approaches that have been used to modify the surface-
chemistry of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures. Note: surface chemistry mechanisms are often 
complex and multiple bindings may coexist on the same surface, for example only one 
mechanism is shown for silane binding in C, but more are possible.[285] Similarly the 
mechanism of the sulfur-gold bond in D has been of considerable discussion in the 
literature.[286,287] In F, the blue and bold portions of the line represent the presence of an 
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The choice of chemistry depends on the target application. Figure 17 gives an overview of 
different approaches adopted in the literature. Many begin with using oxygen plasma cleaning 
or acid-based piranha cleaning to introduce hydroxyl (–OH) groups onto the surface to 
promote physisorption or subsequent bond formation (Figure 17A). Intracellular delivery 
approaches often involve coating (or ‘loading’) the biocargo onto the surface prior to 
interfacing. Surface coatings are used to increase the amount of material that binds to the 
surface and are frequently applied prior to incubating the substrate in media containing the 
biocargo. Electrostatic bonds are preferable for transient loading, however care must be taken 
to ensure the biocargo is not immediately released upon contact with cell media. An 
alternative is to covalently bond the biocargo to the surface, however the strength of this bond 
can prevent detachment during interfacing.[223,80,288] Hence, covalent bonds are more suited to 
applications such as tethered intracellular sensing, where it is undesirable for probes to break 
free in the tissue or cellular environment.[69] Aside from biocargo loading, a handful of reports 
have also explored phospholipid coatings to promote internalization of individual 
nanostructures into the cell membrane (Figure 17B).[237,238] 
 
4.6.2. Modifying the surface using silane- and thiol-based compounds 
Silanes, a collection of compounds based on different substituents of the silane molecule 
SiH4, are often used promote the physisorption of biocargoes onto surfaces,
[289,111,69,76] or to 
modify the wettability of the surface.[50,290] Silanes can include other reactive groups, making 
silanes a common coupling agent for joining biomaterials.[291] A common choice is (3-




aminosilane can covalently bond with hydroxylated silicon surfaces (those which contain 
dangling hydroxyl groups), forming –Si–O–Si– bonds.[285] Aminosilanes leave a free amino 
group (–NH2) on the surface of the silicon (Figure 17C) which can be used as a reactive 
handle for subsequent reactions. Hence, silanes frequently form the first step in more complex 
surface modification strategies where secondary components are bound to the surface.[40,71,293] 
Silanes are not restricted to silicon substrates and have also been used to bind aptamers to 
diamond nanoneedles.[71] 
 
An alternative to silanes are thiol-based compounds, which have a sulfur-containing thiol 
group (R–SH, where R is often an alkyl chain), see Figure 17D. Thiols can bind to gold 
surfaces via a sulfur-gold bond (an approach frequently used with alkanethiols to form self-
assembled monolayers),[286] or to materials such as the photoresist SU-8 via thiol-epoxide 
reactions.[140] Thiol-based self-assembled monolayers were used by Almquist and Melosh in 
their single probe penetration studies of the cell.[128] Santoro et al. used the selectivity of thiols 
to readily form bonds with gold (and their poorer binding to a polymeric resist), to selectively 
pattern regions of mushroom-like microelectrodes, allowing them to promote neuronal cell 
adhesion along well-defined grids.[294] Cysteine-containing peptides also feature a thiol 
sidechain, allowing them to bind directly to gold or maleimide functionalized surfaces.[295] 
This approach was adopted by Spira et al. to promote neuronal cell adhesion to gold 
microelectrode arrays.[296–298] 
 





Figure 18: Illustration of the approach used by Amin et al., combining high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures with a poly-DL-ornithine coating, to engineer the adhesion and alignment of 
primary hippocampal neurons on surfaces. Reproduced under the terms of CC BY 
License.[299] Copyright 2019, The Authors.  
 
Tailoring the surface chemistry to promote cell adhesion to nanostructured surfaces consists 
of either creating a favorable electrostatic interaction between the cell and surface, or by 
replicating naturally occurring binding sites. Electrostatically-charged synthetic polymers 
such as polylysines and polyornithines have been used to promote the adhesion of cells to 
diamond nanoneedles,[81] quartz nanopillars,[31,64] alumina nanostraws,[300] gold 
nanoelectrodes,[147] silicon nanowires,[27] and polymer nanopillars (Figure 17E).[299] Staufer et 
al. claimed that the cell – substrate adhesion created by coating their gold nanoelectrodes with 
poly-L-lysine was strong enough to cause widespread spontaneous membrane penetration.[147] 
Amin et al. used poly-DL-ornithine (a racemic mixture of both D and L forms of polyornithine) 
in combination with a selectively-patterned nanopillar array to achieve controlled guidance of 
90% of primary hippocampal neurons (Figure 18).[299] 
 
An alternative approach is to deposit materials on the surface that mimic in vivo cellular 
binding sites (Figure 17F). Cells naturally secrete extracellular matrix (a dense network of 
molecules), which strongly influences cell-specific behavior through complex bidirectional 




particular amino acid sequence in a peptide) that strongly influence cell shape and 
cytoskeletal tension.[260] Artificially patterning these cell-binding motifs has been explored 
extensively to promote cell response on biomaterials,[302–304] and is another method to increase 
cell adhesion,[244] and enhance the engulfment of nanostructures by the membrane.[298,305,306] 
Even without deliberate coating of these materials, proteins in cell culture medium can 
spontaneously undergo physisorption onto surfaces during cell culture, altering the perceived 
surface chemistry and binding sites seen by cells.[219] Whether these materials actively or 
passively promote penetration is an open question; Angle et al. found that coating a range of 
membrane-related peptides onto single nanoneedle probes did not yield a corresponding 
change in the force required to manually penetrate the membrane in single-cell 
experiments.[102] 
 
A few reports have compared the efficacy of both polylysine-based and binding-motif-
mimicking coatings. Wrobel et al. examined the distance between the cell basal membrane 
and planar substrates coated with a range of chemistries. The closest average gap (35 – 
40 nm) was observed with coatings of poly-D-lysine, poly-L-lysine and extracellular matrix 
gel.[307] They later verified this result using surface plasmon microscopy.[308] Interestingly, the 
authors suggest that coatings of just fibronectin or laminin (some of the main protein 
components of extracellular matrix) resulted in the formation of focal adhesions that locally 
perturbed the membrane resulting in a larger gap than the polylysine-based coatings.[307] 
Given the ability of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures to impact the formation of focal 
adhesions (discussed later in this review),[34] this further hints at the complexity of the 
interplay between topography and chemistry, suggesting that care is required when selecting 




5. Characterization Approaches 
The extreme geometry of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures can make it challenging to 
characterize cell interactions.[309] While standard optical microscopy is the primary tool,  
recent reports take advantage of super-resolution imaging techniques to map the distribution 
of membrane proteins around nanostructures. Specialized electron microscopy protocols have 
been developed explicitly for imaging the ultrastructure of the cell-nanostructure interface and 
are also discussed here, along with scanning-conductance-ion microscopy, which allows the 
cell interface to be imaged in an aqueous environment without fixation. 
 
5.1. Optical Microscopy 
Optical microscopy is most commonly used to characterize the cell – nanostructure interface. 
With appropriate staining, confocal microscopy allows the interface to be imaged in three-
dimensions. Super-resolution microscopy techniques are less common, but are becoming 
increasingly useful to visualize the localization of subcellular components.[27,34] Chien et al. 
used stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM,[310,311] which uses the 
intermittent blinking of fluorophores to exceed normal resolution limits) to show how cells 
can form mature focal adhesions by deforming polymer nanopillars.[152] Structured-
illumination microscopy has also been used to visualize the formation of lamin A (a structural 
protein) rings in the nuclear membrane, around silicon nanoneedles.[34] 
 
5.2. Atomic-Force Microscopy 
Atomic-force microscopy can struggle to map high-aspect-ratio nanostructures due to relative 
sizes and binding between the microscope cantilever and surfaces.[167] Sharpened high-aspect-




microscope is more often used in this context to understand cell, rather than surface, 
properties. For single-cell interfacing, custom-machined nanoneedle cantilevers can be used 
for direct cell delivery,[40,60,98] and to study cell membrane dynamics.[128] These techniques 
can help verify the results seen in the large-scale parallel interfacing of cells with 
nanostructured surfaces.[39,312,101,26] In particular, Melosh and colleagues have systematically 
explored this phenomena in attempt to provide quantitative assessment of the penetration 
force required by single nanoneedles, in part to understand the relatively low levels of 
spontaneous penetration by high-aspect-ratio nanostructures.[102,128] They tested both flat-
tipped (300 nm diameter) and sharp-tipped (sub-100 nm dimeter) nanoneedles (prepared from 
AFM-cantilever tips). They found that sharper tips required lower median penetration forces 
compared to flat. Single-cell force microscopy can also directly probe changes in cell stiffness 
in the presence of nanotopographies, important for directly measuring changes in cytoskeletal 
tension.[313] 
 
5.3. Electron Microscopy 
Electron microscopy provides the most unambiguous visualization of the cell – nanostructure 
interface. Critical point drying and other dehydration procedures allow the shape and 
orientation of cells seeded on nanostructures to be imaged with high resolution, although care 
needs to be taken to preserve intracellular structures.[130,184,4] Effective protocols facilitate 
high-contrast imaging while minimizing fixation and vacuum artefacts that might artificially 
deform structures or alter cell – nanostructure distances.[59,85,130,314] These protocols use multi-
stage, heavy-metal and thin plasticization techniques to ensure clear and accurate 
imaging.[84,85,110,315] When combined with focused-ion-beam milling (a technique sometimes 




can be reconstructed in detail.[188,316,130,26,82,84,260,110] Recently, Gopal et al. have shown how 
this approach can also be combined with immunogold labelling (whereby antigens are 
labelled with antibodies conjugated to gold nanoparticles). This allows not only the cell 
ultrastructure to be mapped, but also the localization of targeted intracellular markers.[317] 
 
Transmission-electron microscopy has also been used to visualize membrane – nanostructure 
interactions.[65,84,188] This approach facilitates the highest resolutions, with some restrictions 
on substrate, as inorganic materials such as silicon are challenging to section using 
ultramicrotomes. This limitation can be mitigated by: using polymeric substrates, which can 
be sectioned directly;[188] using focused-ion-beam lift-out techniques to first mill thin sections 
of silicon substrates before imaging;[84] embedding cells in resin, removing the underlying 
inorganic substrate via acid etching and replacing it with another resin layer, and then 
sectioning sample for imaging.[65] 
 
A range of non-fixation-based artefacts can occur during electron microscopy, relevant to 
imaging high-aspect-ratio nanostructures. Wierzbicki et al. highlighted how secondary 
electron emission from silicon oxide can give the impression of hollow silicon nanowires, 
despite the structures being solid.[130] Similarly, the resource-intensive preparation protocols 
ultimately limits the total number of cells that can be imaged, so care must be taken when 
inferring the characteristics of general populations from a small number of samples. 
Correlative microscopy approaches, which combine optical, electron and chemical mapping 
modalities,[318,319] have been proposed as a way to mitigate this issue.[320]  Electron 
tomography is another potential alternative to physical sectioning of the sample.[321,322] 




technique. These projections are subsequently combined computationally to reconstruct a 
three-dimensional representation of the sample. This approach can make it easier to interpret 
features compared to two-dimensional projected electron micrographs, albeit with a number 
of practical constraints on the sample.[322] 
 
5.4. Scanning-Ion-Conductance Microscopy 
Scanning-ion-conductance microscopy attempts to overcome the limitations of fixing and 
staining cells for imaging, by allowing label-free topographical measurements of cells in 
solution.[323–326] A hollow-glass micropipette is placed in close proximity to a cell in culture, 
and an ionic current between pipette and reference electrode measured. The current changes 
as a function of distance between the pipette tip and cell; hence can be used to map the cell 
surface topography. Gopal et al. used this technique to demonstrate how human mesenchymal 
stem cells cultured on porous silicon nanoneedles show increased apical membrane ruffling, 
consistent with enhanced endocytosis seen on the substrates.[84] Hollow silicon oxide 
nanoneedle arrays have also been proposed as a multi-tip probe for scanning-ion-conductance 





6. Biochemical Delivery 
Delivering molecules into cells enables intracellular sensing and control over cell behavior.[11]  
Delivery efficiency depends on multiple factors, including cargo and cell type, and if done 
poorly can induce cell death.[4] Exciting new gene-,[329] protein-,[330] and peptide-therapies,[331] 
have the potential to tackle complex conditions, such as inherited human diseases, but rely 
upon the ability to simultaneously deliver biomolecules or transfect large numbers of cells in 
tissues, hence the demand for delivery technologies. 
 
The cell membrane provides an effective barrier to molecules such as nucleic acids, making 
delivery extremely challenging. While many nanoscale delivery methods already exist,[332] 
researchers are motivated to use high-aspect-ratio nanostructures to: improve transfection 
efficiencies;[98,103] rapidly transfect many cells in parallel;[73,80] transfect cell lines that are 
typically hard to modify using other techniques;[333] create a universally-applicable 
transfection technique, not limited to a particular cell line;[76] minimize the membrane damage 
seen in techniques such as microinjection,[98] and avoid the off-target effects and safety 
concerns associated with chemical and viral-based transfection methods.[29,288,289] 
Nanotopographies significantly increase the surface area available for loading molecules 
compared to flat substrates,[334] and the basal membrane area, which can also aid delivery.[288] 
 
6.1. Tissue Delivery 





Figure 19: Porous silicon nanoneedles used to nanoinject a growth-factor-encoding plasmid 
into mouse tissue. (A) intravital bright-field (top row, scale bar 100 µm) and confocal 
micrographs (bottom row, scale bar 50 µm), showing untreated (left), direct injected (center), 
and nanoinjected (right) human vascular endothelial growth factor-165 (hVEGF-165). The 
confocal images show the fluorescent signal from systemically injected fluorescently-tagged 
dextran, showing a greater degree of neovascularization in the nanoinjected tissue compared 
to the direct injection. (B + C) quantification of this behavior, both in terms of area of the 
fluorescent signal and number of nodes observed for different timepoints, averaged over 
multiple repeats. Adapted with permission.[26] Copyright 2015, Springer Nature. 
 
 
Both silicon nanoneedles and nanowires have been used to deliver plasmids into tissues. 
Chiappini et al. delivered a growth-factor-coding plasmid into mouse muscle tissue in vivo, 
resulting in more uniform blood vessel growth compared to direct injection and uncoated 
nanoneedles (Figure 19).[26] Kubota et al. used silicon nanowires, with sharpened gold tips, to 
deliver a fluorescent encoding protein in vitro and in vivo into mouse neurons in brain 
slices.[235] Both these examples used macroscopically rigid silicon substrates, a potential 
limitation when interfacing with curved tissues. Kim et al. overcame this by using an inverted 
fabrication process, before embedding an array of porous silicon nanoneedles into an 
elastomeric substrate (polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) (Figure 20). Using their conformable 
nanoneedle patch, they demonstrated both cell interfacing for siRNA delivery, and 






Figure 20: Kim et al.’s flexible nanoneedle patch. A: Inverted silicon nanoneedles can be 
embedded into an elastomer, before a controlled cracking process is used to remove them 
from the surface. B: Photograph of fabricated patch (scale bar 1.5 cm). C: Scanning-electron-
microscopy micrograph of embedded silicon nanoneedles, scale bar 20 µm (inset scale bar 
600 nm). D: Confocal laser scanning micrograph, scale bar 30 µm. Reproduced under terms 
of CC BY-ND license.[133] Copyright 2018, The Authors. 
  
 
The clinical use of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures is often based around scenarios where the 
tissue is readily, or already exposed, however some have proposed using high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures to facilitate gastrointestinal delivery.[335] Fox et al. incorporated alumina 
nanostraws onto the surface of a tablet-sized drug reservoir.[336] Their concept is an orally-
administered device, which embeds in the intestinal wall to facilitate drug delivery. While still 
an early proof-of-concept, they found in ex vivo murine studies that the nanostraw surface 
improved binding to the mucus-covered intestinal wall. The benefit of this approach was that 
nanostraws help regulate delivery, important for minimizing the side-effects from high 
doses,[337] and for improving the patient experience. 
 
6.2. Intracellular Delivery 




Cargoes can be coated onto the surface of nanostructures and then directly interfaced with 
cells. Nucleic acids, such as DNA or RNA, are a particularly desirable cargo, as they can 
directly modify gene expression.[338] These can either hijack cellular machinery to produce a 
particular protein, or can interfere with existing nucleic acids to suppress their activity (small 
interfering RNA). Chiappini et al. used biodegradable silicon nanoneedles to co-deliver 
enzyme-suppressing small interfering RNA and a green-fluorescent-protein-expressing 
plasmid into cervical cancer cells (HeLa), with transfection efficiencies of 80% and 90% 
respectively.[26] Similarly, Harding et al. delivered a similar plasmid into human foreskin 
fibroblasts (HFF), with transfection efficiencies of 75%.[339] Elnathan et al. demonstrated that 
the plasmid-transfection efficiency of their silicon nanowires varies as a function of nanowire 
height, and between four different human cell lines.[27] They observed that thinner (330-nm tip 
dimeter) nanowires achieved greater transfection efficiencies than larger (600 nm). As the 
authors note in both this report and their own review,[27,340] a precise understanding of the 
relationship between tip diameter and delivery efficacy remains unclear. We will discuss 
models and attempts to understand this behavior later in this review. 
 
DNA can also be engineered to form three-dimensional nanocages, to be used as a delivery 
vehicle as opposed to transfection. Chan et al. used silicon nanoneedles to deliver peptide-
coated DNA nanocages into cancer cells (HeLa).[111] Unlike with a flat control, they found 
nanocages delivered using nanoneedles did not colocalize with endosomes within the cell, 
arguing that this provides evidence that the nanoneedles had facilitated direct cytosolic access. 
As a proof-of-concept, they further added an organelle-targeting peptide sequence to their 





Immune cells are notoriously harder to transfect than most cell lines, but a desirable target for 
gene therapies.[4] Shalek et al. used silicon nanowires to deliver siRNA into a range of human 
and non-human primary immune cells.[333] They found no adverse immune response, and 
subsequently delivered small interfering RNA for the gene LEF1 into human-sourced B cells 
from patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia. This allowed them to identify three 
different patient groups, depending on the cellular response. 
 
High-aspect-ratio nanostructures can also be used to enhance the delivery of drugs into cells. 
Diamond nanoneedles have been used to deliver chemotherapy drugs into human lung 
carcinoma cells.[23,341] Chen et al. found that mechanically impaling and incubating cells onto 
nanoneedles in the presence of cisplatin (a chemotherapy drug) resulted in a 30-40% drop in 
cell viability on the timescale of minutes.[23] The same authors also showed that suspended 
doxorubicin-resistant cells (MCF7/ADR) incubated and centrifuged onto nanoneedles in a 
doxorubicin containing media saw ~60% reduction in viability.[29] They found that while 
diamond-nanoneedle treatment did not damage nuclear DNA, they were able to detect an 
increase in reactive-oxygen-species inside cells, which they attributed in part to nanoneedle-
induced depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane. 
 
6.2.2. Nanotube-Mediated Delivery 
Hollow nanostraws (or nanotubes) are an alternative to solid nanostructure surface methods. 
These vertically-aligned arrays of nanoscale tubes allow a suspended or soluble cargo to flow 
from a microfluidic reservoir directly to the tip of nanostraw – cell interface.[89,92,236,342] 
Without additional cell poration, nanostraw transfection efficiencies are relatively low 




interesting capabilities, such as longitudinal intracellular extraction,[32,91,343] that are 
challenging to achieve with solid nanostructures. VanDersarl, Xu et al. developed alumina 
nanostraws, delivering plasmids into an epithelial cell line (CHO) with a transfection 
efficiency of 5-10% for cells situated on top of the nanostraws.[193] However, by 
electroporating cells cultured on nanostraws (applying a large oscillating electric field to 
induce pores in the cell membrane), efficiencies of 60 – 70 % have been reported.[90,300]  
 
In the absence of electroporation, nanostraws have been combined with cell-adhesive surface 
chemistries to deliver membrane-impermeable azido-functionalized monosaccharides,[93] a 
type of biorthogonal probe that can be used to study metabolism and other processes inside 
the cell. Gold nanostraws have also been fabricated into a stamp-style mechanism that can be 
used to mechanically interface cell cultures, facilitating delivery without electroporation.[342]  
 
 
Figure 21: Scanning-electron-microscopy micrograph of a microalgae cell (Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii) impaled on a hollow, tapered microtube, facilitating quantum dot delivery. 






Durney at al. showed that a nanostraw-style approach can also be used to fabricate tapered-
cone microtube arrays, with tip-diameters of less than 500 nm (Figure 21).[79] Using 
centrifugation to apply an external force, they were able to deliver 10-nm diameter inorganic 
quantum dots into microalgae cells (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii), a type of photosynthetic 
eukaryotic cell with a cell wall. The ability of these nanostructures to deliver through the cell 
wall illustrates the applicability of high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces to a wide-range 
of non-animal eukaryotic cells, relevant for industrial biofuel and pharmaceutical 
applications.[79] 
 
6.3. Variation in Delivery Efficacy 
While there is clear evidence for nanostructure-mediated transfection, efficacies are strongly 
dependent on a wide-range of parameters. The variety of materials and experimental 
conditions make consistent comparisons across studies challenging at best. As an example, 
silicon nanoneedle-mediated efficiencies as low as 34% have been reported,[97] compared to 
the 70-80% efficiencies described above. Similarly, Tao et al. tested a range of cell lines, 
including human mesenchymal stem cells, monkey fibroblast-like cells (COS7), and human 
breast cancer cells (MCF7), and found differences in uptake rate and efficiency as a function 
of cell-line. The uptake of a fluorescently-tagged glucan (FITC-dextrose) was sensitive to 
variations in substrate topography in human mesenchymal stem cells and COS7 cells, 
however there was no statistically significant difference between uptake on different 
geometries, when tested with MCF7 cells.[103] They further noted that the rate of transfection 
changed as a function of timepoint. In other studies, where endocytosis is the delivery 
mechanism,[84] temperature is likely to impact the delivery efficiency. And this still fails to 




discussed. Given, the complexity of this parameter space, we recommend that researchers 
designing new experiments do so mindful of these challenges, and design in the appropriate 
controls (or if possible, consider systematically investigating these parameters). 
 
6.4. Combination with Other Transfection Techniques 
One method for directly increasing delivery efficiencies is to combine high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructured surfaces with other poration techniques. As discussed, electroporation can be 
used to improve the efficiency of nanostraw delivery,[90,300] however this is not the only 
approach. Nanostraws have also been combined with laser-based optoporation (optically-
induced disruption of the cell membrane), to boost delivery efficiency.[92] The transfection 
efficiency of diamond nanoneedles was boosted from a few percent to 45%, by coating naked 
nucleic acids with a cationic liposome (Lipofectamine), a form of lipofection.[81] The coating 
may have mitigated the degradation of naked nucleic acids on nanostructured surfaces, which 
were exposed directly to the cell media.[70,81] Magnetic fields have also been used to induce 
local heating effects in gold-coated micropillars, increasing the uptake of membrane 
impermeable dyes in colon cancer cells (HCT-116).[344] 
 
Liu et al. combined solid silicon nanoneedles with a biomechanical-energy powered 
triboelectric generator, which converts body movement into electrical pulses. They claim tip-
field enhancement increases the effective electric field at the membrane-nanoneedle interface, 
increasing the uptake of a membrane-impermeable dye (propidium iodide) from an efficiency 
of 22% (needles without pulses) to 85%.[345] As well as various molecular weights of a 
fluorescently-tagged glucan (Dextran-FITC), they also delivered siRNA into human breast 





Solid silicon nanoneedles and nanowires have been combined with mechanoporation 
techniques, including inkjet printing cells onto nanowires,[74] and by oscillating loaded 
nanoneedles during interfacing to mechanically tear holes in the cell membrane.[216] 
Matsumoto et al. used this approach with a genetically-modified reporter cell line (Cre-Lox) 
to deliver Cre recombinase protein (a bacteria-derived enzyme that facilitates gene editing) 
into a red-fluorescent-protein expressing cell line (293.RxG, derived from HEK293). They 
reported Cre delivery efficiencies of up to 42%,[216] although later reported lower transfection 





7. Biochemical Sensing 
The intimate interface high-aspect-ratio nanostructures form with the cell membrane enables 
biochemical sensing as well as delivery. Many reports describe high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures as facilitating cytosolic access, as evidenced by their ability to sense known 
components of the intracellular chemical environment. One key benefit is the ability of each 
individual nanostructure to effectively act as a sensor, simultaneously probing and spatially-
resolving behaviors across cell cultures or tissue sections.[33] 
 
7.1. Intracellular Sensing 
7.1.1. Probes Bound to Nanostructured Surfaces 
Probes including fluorophores,[69,293] aptamers,[71] molecular beacons,[216] and peptides,[77] 
have all been chemically bound to the surface of nanostructures. Xie et al. used transparent 
silicon dioxide nanopillars to localize the fluorescence from fluorophore-tagged nanopillars, 
demonstrating a technique for localized, sub-diffraction limit sensing using nanopillars.[293] 
 
Wang et al. demonstrated simultaneous stimulation and sensing by binding an aptamer (a 
short single-stranded DNA or RNA molecule) to diamond nanoneedles.[71] The aptamer was 
sensitive to a foreign-body-response biomarker (NF-B), allowing them to simultaneously 
deliver foreign DNA into cancerous epithelial cells (A549), and later hippocampal neuron 
tissues slices, and monitor the foreign-body response. They found a reduction in the amount 
of captured NF-B with interfacing time, which they concluded was due to the translocation 





Matsumoto et al. bound a molecular beacon (another type of oligonucleotide based probe) to 
silicon nanoneedles, as a way to verify they had been properly inserted into embryonic kidney 
cells (HEK293).[216] 
 
Chiappini et al. described two spatially-resolved intracellular sensing techniques. By binding 
two pH-sensitive fluorophores to silicon nanoneedles and measuring the ratio of their 
respective fluorescence, the intracellular pH can be mapped across the cell, a potential 
indicator of cancerous or healthy cells.[69] In a separate report, a fluorescently-tagged peptide 
was conjugated to porous silicon nanoneedles. This peptide was cleavable by an enzyme 
(cathepsin B, a cysteine protease) that is normally constrained to the lysosomes of healthy 
cells but can be found in the cytosol of cancerous cells. This allowed the relative spatial 
mapping of enzyme activity in healthy and cancerous cells to be determined.[77] 
 
7.1.2. Un-bound Probe Delivery 
Most examples in the literature of un-bound probe delivery use simple dyes or fluorophores, 
to illustrate that a particular nanostructured surface has intracellular access.[89,29] To this end, 
silicon nanoneedles have also been proposed as a high-efficiency parallel delivery system for 
imaging probes such as quantum dots both in vitro and in vivo.[69] 
 
7.1.3. Label-Free Raman Sensing 
Raman spectroscopy irradiates a surface with laser light, before capturing and analyzing light 
scattered by the sample. Incident photons interact with different vibrational modes of 
molecules in the sample, resulting in scattered photons with slightly different energies. The 




classify different tissue and engineered construct regions,[319,348,349] single nanoparticle 
kinetics,[350] and more.[351,352] 
 
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (often abbreviated as SERS) is a subset of Raman 
spectroscopy that uses nanometer-scale metal clusters to locally increase the Raman 
signal.[353] Light incident on a confined metallic conductor, such as a gold nanoparticle, can 
excite localized surface plasmons (a coupled oscillation of electrons that resonates about the 
conductor).[354] The result is a locally-enhanced electric field, which can intensify the Raman 
signal within a few tens of nanometers of the plasmon, overcoming the limitations of low 
signal intensity or resolution that can be encountered in non-surface enhanced approaches.[355] 
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy relies upon roughened or vertically-structured 
surfaces to induce the appropriate effect,[354] making high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces 
decorated with metallic nanoparticles well suited to this technique. This approach has been 
used extensively in general biosensing applications,[356–358,247,359] along with a few examples 
of direct cell interfacing, as described below. 
 
De Angelis and colleagues have demonstrated a few different approaches to nanostructure 
enhanced Raman spectroscopy, including using gold nanoantennas to measure the Raman 
spectra of neuronal cultures,[159] and silver/polymer hollow nanotubes on a silicon 
nitride/silicon surface.[250] As well as using variants on this approach for electrical sensing 
(discussed below), Caprettini et al. used a hollow gold/polymer nanotube on quartz to study 
fibroblast cells (NIH3T3).[355] They first were able to measure extracellular Raman spectra, 
and after electroporating the cells intracellular spectra too. The authors cite the timescale of 




closing of membrane pores post-electroporation. The Raman spectral intensity shifted 
between the different states, which they attribute to the orientation of molecular bonds in the 
lipid membrane. They also saw tentative evidence for nucleic acids in the cytoplasm and 
suggested nuclear poration may also be occurring. 
 
 
Figure 22: Illustration of the single-particle intracellular delivery system proposed by Huang 
et al. A three-electrode system is used to both electroporate the cell surface, while providing 
electrophoretic control over the flow of charged gold nanorods. Raman Correlation 
Spectroscopy was used to track surface-enhanced Raman scattering from single gold nanorods 




In a report from the same group, Huang et al. used gold-coated nanostraws, coupled with 
electroporation to deliver Raman-tagged gold nanorods into fibroblast cells (NIH-3T3) with 
single-particle precision (Figure 22).[360] Surface-enhanced Raman scattering from the gold 
nanorods, plus shielding from the delivery reservoir by the gold coated nanostraw layer, 
means single nanorods could be visualized as a momentary increases in the Raman signal as 




controlled single particle delivery. Interestingly, they observed an absence of intracellular 
vesicle-related Raman signals, which they suggest means that the delivered particles are 
directly delivered into the cytosol, and not the endosomal system. 
 
7.1.4. Label-free Electrochemical Sensing 
The use of electrochemistry for biosensing is well established (see the review of Labib et 
al.),[8] however there are relatively few reports that have combined electrochemistry with 
high-aspect-ratio nanostructures for cellular interfacing. Non-planar geometries such as 
nanostructured electrodes increase the relative surface area available for sensing and can 
improve the mass transport of electroactive analytes towards the sensor surface.[33,361,362] 
Rawson et al. have looked at the potential to use high-aspect-ratio nanostructures for 
intracellular electrochemical communication.[33,363,364] They fabricated arrays of vertically 
aligned carbon nanofibers using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition and used these 
to interface mouse macrophage cells (RAW 264.7).[33] The cells were preincubated with an 
electroactive cell stain (methylene blue), and then washed before seeding and voltammetry 
measurements, to determine whether the carbon nanofibers had intracellular access. While 
centrifugation was required to facilitate intracellular access, they observed methylene blue 
oxidation and reduction peaks in cells that had been stained, which they cite as evidence that 
intracellular electrochemical sensing is possible. More recently, they have also demonstrated a 
reactive oxygen species sensor capable of sensing an immune response in macrophage cells to 
a bacterial infection within three seconds.[364] One of their key arguments for electrochemical 
sensing is this rapid ability to quickly sense changes in the intracellular environment. 
 




Physically sampling the intracellular environment avoids the limitation of using discrete 
probes but comes with the challenge of effectively interfacing cells without killing them. 
Melosh and colleagues used their nanostraw platform to repeatedly sample cytosol from 
multiple cell lines for over five days.[32] At regular sampling intervals, they electroporated the 
cells, causing cytosolic components to diffuse into the adjacent nanostraws. By pooling 
samples from multiple cells, they were then able to track the expression of over 40 messenger 
RNA sequences from human-induced pluripotent stem cells over multiple days, with good 
agreement to lysed controls.  
 
He et al. reported a similar hollow nanoneedle platform, effective at extracting protein from 
cells. Although not systematically investigated, their results appear to show that extraction 
efficiency is linked to the diameter of the hollow nanostructure.[91] Their work illustrates 
neatly how high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces allow parallel cell interfacing, 
unachievable with single-cell extraction approaches.[343] 
 
7.3. Cell and Virus Capture 
The extremely high surface area of high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces makes them well 
suited for particulate capture.[365,366] Cells can be captured onto a nanostructured surface are 
then subsequently released for analysis. Antibody-coated silicon nanowires, either grown 
stochastically on glass slides,[241] or patterned using nanosphere lithography,[367] have been 
used to capture circulating-tumor cells from blood samples. Porous silicon nanowires, grown 
inside microfluidic channels, have been used to capture an avian influenza virus (H5N2) with 




nanopillars is a function of pillar diameter,[369] suggesting that geometry can be used in part to 
filter which objects are captured. 
 
Kawamura et al. have demonstrated a unique form of cell capture and sorting using antibody-
functionalized silicon nanoneedle arrays.[370] They interfaced cocultures of two different cell 
types using nanoneedle arrays. These arrays were coated with antibodies targeting particular 
intermediate filaments (a large family of protein-based components of the cell cytoskeleton). 
Different cell types produce different intermediate filaments, and the authors used this to 
separate the cell populations. Upon interfacing, a majority of cells with the corresponding 
filament bound to the needles and were subsequently separated from the other cell type, which 
remained on the surface. While the authors acknowledge that the efficiency and throughput of 
the process requires further work, they propose their approach is a feasible alternative 
technique to fluorescent-activated cell sorting, which often relies upon fluorescently tagging 
cell surface markers. 
 
He et al. fabricated hollow microstraws with nanoscale spiked coatings and microfluidics to 
create a combined capture and delivery system.[94] Their microstraw platform is conceptually 
similar to nanostraws (albeit with a relatively low-aspect-ratio  of 1:1.5), and the nanoscale 
spiked coating an interesting variant on this concept. By coating their structures with a 
circulating-tumor-cell antibody, they were able to achieve capture efficiencies of ~84%. Post-
capture, a microfluidics system incorporated under the hollow microstraws allowed 





While high-aspect-ratio nanostructure-based cell capture systems are relatively unexplored, 
the recent reports of combined capture – delivery systems,[94]  plus the advent of interesting 






8. Bioelectronic Stimulation and Sensing 
Nanomaterials have been proposed as a way of improving the mechanical and electrical 
properties of neural interfaces.[372–376] While bioelectronic interfaces are already widely used 
for deep-brain stimulation, pacemakers and cochlear implants,[377] existing electrodes are 
often physically large, have limited resolution and frequently inducing adverse physiological 
responses. Similarly, the patch-clamp, the current gold-standard in single-cell 
electrophysiology, is effective, but complex to implement for any more than a few cells at a 
time.[378,379] Better neural interfaces are required to understand the role of peripheral nerves on 
diseases such as diabetes and liver-disease,[380,381] neurological conditions such as epilepsy 
and Parkinson’s disease,[382] and in the development of brain-machine interfaces.[383,384]  
 
High-aspect-ratio nanostructured electrodes reduce the contact resistance and improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio of planar electrodes.[62,65,385] Motivations include studying the 
fundamental cell electrophysiology of cardiac, neural, and skeletal-myotube cells,[66,386] as 
well as developing platforms for high-throughput drug screening.[95] The spatially-resolved, 
parallel, intimate interface of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures with cells and tissue is well 
suited for sensing complex neural network behaviors.[28,95,147,379,387] These benefits have been 
recognized commercially, with a number of micro- and nanoneedle-coated microelectrode 
arrays already on the market.[388,389] 
 
8.1. Nanostructured- & High-Density-Electrode Arrays 
Cui and colleagues have demonstrated how a range nanostructured electrodes, based on 
platinum, iridium oxide, and quartz, nanopillars and nanotubes can be used to facilitate 




both extra- and intracellular potentials generated by cardiac cells (HL-1), in good agreement 
with patch-clamp measurements.[62] The authors demonstrated their platform by monitoring 
the impact of ion-channel blocking drugs on the beating behavior of the cardiac cells. 
Electroporation was required before intracellular signals were detected, as indicated by a 
significant improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio, and a shift from a bi- to monophasic 
waveform post-electroporation.[4] By tracking the signal intensity, researchers noted that the 
signal slowly reverts back to an extracellular waveform over the course of ten minutes, 
suggesting that the intracellular interface is transient. 
 
Many high-aspect-ratio nanostructure fabrication approaches are based on materials and 
techniques inherited from the silicon electronics industry, such as complementary metal-oxide 
semiconductor technology (CMOS). One benefit of this microfabrication legacy, is that 
stimulating and sensing integrated electronics can be readily incorporated directly under each 
electrode, to enhance performance.[95,390,391] Very-large-scale integration (the name given to 
the process of integrating millions of discrete electrical components into a single silicon chip) 
can also be used to help rapidly upscale the number of electrodes.[392] Park and colleagues 
have illustrated this approach through the development of an array of 1,024 electrodes, each 
topped with nine titanium/platinum-coated silicon dioxide nanowires that they used to 
interface with cells to sense and stimulate electrical activity.[28,383,95,393] They used this 
platform to record network-level (collective cell behavior) signals and synapse connections in 
rat cortical neurons,[28] and cardiac cells.[95] Similarly, Braeken et al. fabricated an array of 
16,384 individually-addressable tungsten/silicon dioxide/tin nitride sub-cellular electrodes, 




intracellular potentials of cardiac muscle cells (HL-1) and rat embryonic cardiac cells,[394] as 
well as to electroporate neuronal cells (NG108-15).[392] 
 
There are a number of different nanoelectrode fabrication approaches that are also worth 
noting, including carbon-based nanofibers,[224] and carbon-nanotube-coated micropillars,[395] 
for the stimulation and sensing of hippocampal cells and slices. Electrodeposited gold 
nanoelectrodes have similarly been used for sensing and stimulating fibroblast, myotube and 
neuronal assemblies.[147] Gonzales et al. recently demonstrated an interesting alternative to 
vertically-aligned nanoelectrodes, instead fabricating horizontally-orientated, high-aspect-
ratio (25:1), suspended electrodes (named nano-SPEARs), which they used to measure the 
electrophysiology of roundworms and other animals.[144] The lateral fabrication process is 
notably different to the majority of other approaches in this field, and has the potential to be 
laterally-scaled across relatively large distances. 
 
While much progress has been made in this development of electrode arrays, it is important to 
note that fundamental issues of resolution and scalability do remain. While single 
nanostructures can address single cells, and single nanostructures can be individually 
addressed, reconciling both of these behaviors remains a significant fabrication challenge. In 
particular, when studying network behavior, deconvoluting the complex signal behaviors in 
confluent cultures of electrogenic cells remains an open area of research.[393] 
 
8.2. Role of Electroporation in Nanoelectrode-Cell Interfacing 
The use of electroporation to facilitate intracellular electrical access is common throughout 




intracellular delivery, as discussed above. Some have argued that this is problematic when 
studying neuronal networks,[96,393] as electroporation overly perturbs the electroanatomy of the 
cells under investigation,[396] and can cause damage to the nuclear membrane.[355] Indeed, Hai 
and Spira have proposed that electroporation on nanostructures can itself be a technique to 
study membrane repair dynamics.[88] 
 
 
Figure 23: Electrogenic cells are often electroporated in order to allow intracellular potentials 
to be sensed, however Dipalo et al. have shown plasmonic nanoelectrode-based optoporation 
also works. (A) Recorded voltage as a function of measurement time, for a cardiac cell seeded 
on nanoelectrodes, showing two sequential improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio after an 
increasing number of electrodes are optoporated. (B) The equivalent circuit diagram model of 
the cell-nanostructure interface, illustrating how sequentially optoporating nanoelectrodes 
reduces the junction resistance between cell and electrode, while increasing the membrane 
seal resistance. Adapted with permission.[96] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. 
 
 
This problem is driven in part by the continuing development of equivalent circuit models that 
accurately describe the cell – electrode interface. A complete discussion of this ongoing 
debate is beyond our scope here, but we recommend the review of McGuire et al.,[4] and the 





Suggested alternatives to electroporation include: using mushroom-shaped microelectrodes to 
promote membrane wrapping,[66] by inducing a phagocytosis-like response;[305] using surface 
chemistry to facilitate cell membrane penetration;[147] or by using two different physical 
mechanisms to both stimulate and sense. In the latter case, Dipalo et al. have proposed using 
their plasmonic-active gold nanopillars to optoporate cells by momentarily irradiating the cell 
– material interface with infrared light (Figure 23).[96] This approach allows them to 
continuously monitor the electrical environment via the gold nanopillar, with no interruption 
from electroporation. Similarly, colloidally-assembled organic semiconducting materials have 
been proposed as biomimetic high-aspect-ratio nanoscale interfaces with cells, which can be 




9. Biomechanical Cues 
The mechanical cell microenvironment has long been understood to strongly influence cell 
behavior,[399] but continues to remain a much explored area of research.[400] Many empirical 
and mechanistic studies have illustrated how different cell types preferentially align to 
regularly-spaced nanostructures,[162,253,401] influencing cell area and spreading.[162,188,199,219,402] 
However, precise understanding of these mechanisms is lacking, despite their wide-ranging 
influence on cell behavior, including in some diseases.[403]  
 
Inside the cell, the cytoskeleton (an interconnecting and dynamic network of protein fibers) 
transfers force from the membrane to nucleus. This outside-in sensing directly influences gene 
expression through complex biological pathways.[326] Collectively, these mechanisms are 
referred to as mechanotransduction, the ability of cells to translate mechanical cues into a 
biological response.[55,404,54] Mechanotransduction influences morphological, differential, 
apoptotic, and proliferative behaviors,[405] and has been linked to a range of pathologies, 
including asthma, cardiomyopathies, deafness and cancer.[54,405] 
 
Proponents argue that nanotopographies are ideal for mechanically stimulating cells, because 
the stimulus can be maintained over long time periods.[277] Physical cues also avoid the use of 
potential harmful chemicals in vivo,[406] and are highly-localized (unlike chemical cues which 
can diffuse into surrounding tissue).[148] Nanostructured surfaces have been proposed for: 
generating specific-cell types in stem-cell-based therapies;[168,269] fabricating better in vitro 






9.1. Surfaces to Guide Cell Culture and Improve Tissue Integration 
 
Figure 24: Scanning-electron-microscopy micrographs of unpatterned (A) (scale bar 10 µm) 
and patterned (C) (scale bar 100 µm) arrays of silicon nanocolumns. The grid pattern provides 
additional guidance for neurite growth. (B) immunofluorescent micrograph showing neurons 
on unpatterened nanocolumns after one day in vitro, scale bar 100 µm (inset shows 
undifferentiated neuron on flat silicon, scale bar 20 µm). (D) Corresponding micrograph for 
neurons cultured on patterned silicon nanocolumn arrays after seven days in vitro, scale bar 
100 µm. Adapted with permission.[154] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. 
 
 
In vitro cell cultures of neuronal cells,[154,185,299,408] organoids,[221] and human corneal 
epithelial cells,[253] can be enhanced using high-aspect-ratio nanostructures that induce more 
in vivo-like morphologies.[54] Kim et al. showed that varying the height of silicon 
nanocolumns between 0 – 2 µm influenced both neuron polarization and the length of neurite 
outgrowth,[154] with more elongated cells on silicon nanocolumns compared to flat control 
samples. They were able to control the neurite alignment further by patterning a regular grid 
of nanocolumns, to guide neurites along pre-defined routes (Figure 24). In tissue engineering, 
a range of nanostructured surfaces can improve the integration of osteochondral hip and 
dental implants,[301,409] help mitigate fibroblast growth in cochlear implants,[410] or influence 





9.2. Cellular Mechanotransduction 
High-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces provide a striking, and often extreme mechanical 
cue, that can be harnessed to directly stimulate different cellular mechanisms.[263] At the cell 
membrane, they can modulate the ability of cells to form focal adhesions,[34,147] complex 
multi-protein assemblies that span the membrane and provide a physical anchor between the 
cell and the outer environment.[103,412,34] This effect may be particularly pertinent on substrates 
with nanoscale features (geometry or porosity) that are on a similar length scale to filopodia 
(nanoscale, environment-sensing cell protrusions) or integrin receptors (transmembrane 
proteins that facilitate external binding).[413,191,241,414]  
 
Silicon nanoneedles have been shown to directly reduce the formation of focal adhesions in 
human mesenchymal stem cells, and hence reduce cytoskeletal tension.[34] A similar reduction 
in focal adhesions has also been observed in human embryonic stem cells cultured on polymer 
nanotopographies.[184] This relationship between focal adhesion formation and intracellular 
tension can indirectly alter protein-mediated (small G-proteins) mechanotransduction 
pathways.[132,142,188,263] Changes in cell adhesion appear to be strongly dependent on 
nanostructure geometry and/or cell line,[167,191] with Li et al. showing that nanowire density 
directly impacts the size of focal adhesions in cancer and epithelial cells, with higher densities 
resulting in smaller, more point-like adhesions.[170] 
 
Correspondingly, nanostructures also strongly influence the behavior of actin (a self-
assembling protein that forms cell cytoskeletal fibers). Nanopillars and nanoneedles can cause 
actin stress fiber formation,[415] induce alignment,[140] and the formation of actin caps and 




efficacy of hollow nanostraws to penetrate cells for physical intracellular delivery,[58] and the 
development of membrane-curvature-influencing endocytosis (as discussed above).[84,99,416]  
 
9.3. Nuclear Mechanotransduction 
Experiments stimulating the nucleus through the cell membrane and on isolated nuclei,[417] 
show the nucleus itself is a potent mechanotransducer, converting mechanical stimuli into 
changes in cell behavior.[54] The nuclear membrane can be perturbed using sharp 
nanoneedles;[31,34,69,84,171,355,416] with the degree of perturbation strongly dependent on the 
density and tip dimeter of the underlying nanostructures.[31,418,416] The cytoskeleton itself 
couples directly to the nucleus via linking proteins,[406] and mechanical forces can induce 
conformational changes in nuclear proteins, impacting the organization of chromatin (a 
complex of DNA and RNA).[417,419] 
 
Sharp-tipped high-aspect-ratio nanostructures can perturb the nuclear membrane directly and 
have been used to probe the role of different nuclear skeletal proteins. Lamins (not to be 
confused with laminins) are a family of proteins, sub-divided into two major classes: A-type 
(comprising two isoforms, lamin A and C), and B-type. They provide structure to the nucleus 
and are involved in the transcription of different genes. Family-dependent lamin deficiencies 
have been linked to pathologies such as muscular-dystrophy,[405] and changes in cell viability 
and mechanotransduction response.[55,420,417,54] Despite this, much about the role of lamins, or 
indeed nuclear mechanotransduction, is unknown.[54,263] Hansel, Crowder et al. have recently 
shown that the two lamin types are physically decoupled in human mesenchymal stem cells 
cultured on silicon nanoneedles,[34] suggesting that lamin A plays a more active role in nuclear 





In the same study, Hansel, Crowder et al. showed how silicon nanoneedles also influence the 
activity of transcription factors (such as Yes-associate protein, YAP).[34] Transcription factors 
control gene expression rates, and those influenced by nanoneedles are important in cellular 
responses and a number of pathologies.[403,421–423] Their behavior is complex, and has been 
linked to focal adhesion formation.[424] More generally, SanMartin et al. observed a small but 
statistically-significant upregulation of cell adhesion and cytoskeletal-related genes in cortical 
rat neuronal cells cultured on gallium phosphide nanowires,[425] further supporting the idea of 
a complex interplay between high-aspect-ratio nanostructures and nuclear function. 
 
 
Figure 25: Illustration from Hansel, Crowder et al., proposing the mechanism for cytoskeletal 
tension coupling between cellular microenvironment and the nuclear membrane for flat (A) 
and silicon nanoneedle (B) substrates. Cells on flat surfaces can readily form focal adhesions 
on strong cytoskeletal tension, activating Yes-associated protein (YAP). Nanoneedles disrupts 
focal adhesion formation, inhibiting cytoskeletal tension, reducing YAP activity. 




caps, and a physical decoupling of the two main types of lamin protein in the nucleus. 
Adapted under the terms of CC BY license.[34] Copyright 2019, The Authors. 
 
 
9.4. Surfaces for Inducing Differentiation 
One of the key cell behaviors influenced by mechanotransduction is the differentiation of 
cells. Nanotopography, along with other biochemical cues, is widely understood to influence 
stem cell fate.[426,427,326,428,429,402,430] While some high-aspect-ratio surfaces have been used to 
enhance the delivery of differentiation medium (by effectively acting to permeabilize the 
membrane),[75] the majority of reports focus on the modulation of focal adhesion formation, 
which can both directly and indirectly impact differentiation.[67]  
 
Historically in the literature, osteogenesis has been a major focus for nanostructure-driven 
differentiation. Low-aspect-ratio (~0.8:1) titanium-oxide nanopits have been explored 
extensively to stimulate osteogenic responses in human mesenchymal stem cells,[142] where 
differential response has been linked to the impact on cytoskeletal tension,[107,244,267,406,431–433] 
(for a comprehensive overview of this area, see the reviews of Dalby and colleagues).[9,10] 
Similar responses have subsequently been demonstrated using high-aspect-ratio titanium 
nanorods,[407] and polymer-based nano- and micropillars,[148,434] showing that both nanopits 






Figure 26: Illustration from Lin et al. showing the general differentiation fates for human 
mesenchymal stem cells seeded on silicon nanowires with differing geometries and spring-
constants. Group I: ~9 µm-high nanowires, group IV: ~26 µm-high nanowires. Note: 
geometry and density are convoluted, see the underlying paper for full parameters. 
Reproduced under the terms of CC BY license.[168] Copyright 2018, The Authors. 
 
 
Multiple reports link differential fate to nanostructure geometry and density.[168,184,269,277] 
Kong et al. observed that the spacing of nanostructured surfaces influenced the regulation of 
differentiation-related protein in human embryonic stem cells.[184] Similarly, Ahn et al. 
observed that polymer nanopost density influenced the differential fate of human 
mesenchymal stem cells, with higher densities favoring a fat-cell (adipogenic) lineage, and 
lower densities favoring bone-cell (osteogenic) lineage.[277] They suggest this behavior may, 
in part, be due to the direct interaction of the cell mechanosensing machinery with the 
nanostructured surface. Lin et al. saw similar results, but using smaller, stochastically-
patterned silicon nanowires (compared to Ahn et al.’s regularly spaced nanostructures) 
(Figure 26).[168] In their case, osteogenic fate favored shorter, stiffer bundles of nanowires, 
whereas longer, less stiff, less bundled nanowires favored an adipogenic fate. It is challenging 




are overall broadly consistent with the existing literature that suggests cytoskeletal tension 
promotes osteogenesis.[301]  
 
While most studies have explored osteogenesis, Wang et al. reported the use of silicon 
nanowires to promote the differentiation of neural stem cells.[210] They observed that the cells 
proliferated more readily on nanowires compared to flat silicon wafers, and after seven days 
of culture saw the formation of elongated neuron-like morphologies and an upregulation in a 
neural cell biomarker (Tuj-1). Rasmussen et al. explored the differentiation of human 
embryonic stem cells towards a definitive endoderm cell fate using polymer nanopillar arrays, 
surrounded by regions of flat polymer.[269] Using chemical factors, they induced 
differentiation, and saw a higher percentage of cells expressing Sox17 (a definitive endoderm 
biomarker) on nanopillar arrays compared to flat. However, when trying to differentiate the 
cells further (towards pancreatic endoderm cells), they found cells subsequently preferred the 
flat, stiffer polymer substrate, illustrating the complexity of the underlying biology.    
 
9.5. Changes in Cell Viability and Proliferation 
Reports of the viability and proliferation of cells on top of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures are 
mixed. Some report lower,[29,265] complete loss,[246] or no change in viability.[219,435,341,210,147] 
Similarly cell proliferation is either reduced,[162,415,269,171,436] unchanged,[90,26,34,84] or enhanced 
on different geometries.[191,265] In the absence of clear trends, it is worth highlighting how 
experimental design should take into account changes in proliferation and viability, as they 
are often correlated to the measured experimental outcomes. Changes in proliferation may not 
occur until sufficient culture time has passed.[437] Reduced proliferation rates have been linked 




nanostructures designed for delivery.[27] Similarly, mechanotransduction, intracellular 
communication, and migration pathways are stimulated by the proportion of cell-to-cell 
contacts,[438] so studies on nanotopographies are likely to be influenced by proliferation-linked 
parameters, such as local cell density.[423,439] 
 
9.6. Impact of Nanostructure Stiffness 
The stiffness of individual or groups of nanostructures impacts the biomechanical stimulus 
seen by cells. Lee and colleagues have reported the fabrication of silicon nanowires of 
different lengths, and hence differing spring constants.[435,168] They have observed that actin 
fiber expression in the cytoskeleton was considerably lower on longer silicon nanowires, and 
saw corresponding changes in the regulation of integrin and focal adhesion kinase-related 
genes.[435] Cells spread more readily, and exhibited greater cytoskeletal tension on shorter, 
stiffer nanowires. In a later report, they found that the stiffness of nanowire clusters correlated 
well between promoting osteogenic- or adipogenic-fates, and that even subtle changes in 
stiffness resulted in differences in differentiation.[168] Similarly, Andolfi et al. concluded that 
their stochastically patterned sub-100 nm diameter silicon nanowires were too flexible to 
facilitate actin-stress fiber formation.[437] Polymer micropillars, patterned with a gradient of 
stiffness have been used to guide cell migration (the process of durotaxis).[440] Much remains 







10. Biomechanical Sensing 
High-aspect-ratio nanostructures can be used to directly measure biomechanical forces. These 
are three-dimensional variants of traction force microscopy, which typically uses flat films, 
embedded with fluorescent markers at regular intervals.[441,442] Deformation of the surface by 
adherent cells, and knowledge of the material’s mechanical properties, allows the applied 
force to be determined. Motivations include developing biomechanical sensors that can be 
used to directly spatially-map the magnitude of forces exerted by cells on their 
environment,[138] but avoiding the mechanical coupling between sensing sites that convolutes 
two-dimensional traction-force measurements.[443]  
 
10.1. Traction Force Microscopy Using High-Aspect-Ratio Nanostructures 
Individual high-aspect-ratio nanostructures can be treated like mechanical cantilevers, which 
can be deflected by externally applied forces. Prinz and colleagues have reported on the use of 
high-aspect-ratio nanostructures as biomechanical sensors,[444,445] and we recommend their 
recent review in this area.[5] In one of their reports, Hällström et al. fluorescently-labelled 
regular arrays of gallium phosphide nanowires. Using confocal microscopy they were able to 
dynamically track nanowire deflection and measure forces as low as 15 pN exerted by growth 
cones, actin protrusions of neuronal cells (mouse dorsal root ganglia).[445] 
 
Recently, Paulitschke et al. have presented gallium arsenide nanowires to measure the cellular 
forces exhibited by amoeba (Dictyostelium discoideum).[138] They used inverted conical 
nanowires which are thinner at the base than the tip, which the authors argue facilitates very 
small spring-constants and hence high sensitivity, while the large smooth head reflects 




approaches have incorporated plasmonic-active gold nanoparticles into the tips of polymer 




Figure 27: Paulitschke et al. used thin-base, gallium arsenide nanowires to measure the 
traction forces generated by amoeba (Dictyostelium discoideum). (A) false-colored scanning-
electron-microscopy micrograph of a cell interacting with a nanowire. (B) fluorescent 
micrographs illustrating a top-down view of cells (green) deflecting nanowires (blue), with 
the degree of deflection indicated by the arrows. (C) individual nanowire deflection as a 
function of time, with corresponding calculated force (where possible to estimate), illustrating 
the ability to monitor dynamic changes in force. Adapted with permission.[138] Copyright 






10.2. Challenges for Biomechanical Sensing 
It is clear that understanding these forces is becoming increasingly important in understanding 
and modelling the interface of cells with high-aspect-ratio nanostructures.[27,265] One challenge 
in this area is that structuring the material surface inevitably gives it different properties to the 
to the bulk (potentially creating, what is in effect, a mechanical metamaterial too), which can 
be convoluted with the biological response. For example, Viela et al. measured the cell-
induced deflection of polymer nanopillars using focused-ion-beam milled scanning-electron 
microscopy.[265] They observed asymmetric force distributions in migrating cells, and 
generally lower traction forces for cells on nano- versus microtopography, while 
simultaneously stimulating the biomechanical environment. As in the durotaxis example 
discussed above,[440] it may be challenging to deconvolute the biomechanical stimulating and 
sensing components of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures, but regardless these approaches can 






11. Prokaryotic Cell Interfacing 
While the majority of reports focus on eukaryotic cells, there is growing interest in the 
interaction between prokaryotic cells and high-aspect-ratio nanostructures. This has primarily 
emerged from the observation of the antibacterial properties of nanostructured surfaces,[447] 
where increasing the aspect-ratio can improve bactericidal efficacy.[448] Here, we summarize 
the handful of reports exploring bacterial cell mechanobiology and transformation on high-
aspect-ratio nanostructures. While there are considerable differences between eukaryotic and 
prokaryotic cell membranes and structures, there is considerable opportunity for 
understanding in one field to influence the other. Perhaps most exciting of these opportunities, 
are recent reports that use coated-nanostructured surfaces to simultaneously encourage the 
osteogenesis of stem cells, while suppressing bacterial growth in coculture experiments.[244] 
More broadly, there are a number of uniquely prokaryotic cell applications, such as biohybrid 
carbon capture and photosynthetic energy generation,[449,450] that illustrate the sheer range of 
application areas for high-aspect-ratio nanostructures. 
 
11.1. Antibacterial Surfaces 
Antibiotic resistance is a major public health issue,[451] hence the considerable interest in the 
antibacterial properties of nanostructured surfaces. In the natural world this effect is wide-
spread; cicada wings and gecko skin are composed of vertically-aligned micro- and 
nanostructures and possess antibacterial properties.[261,447,452–454] The main interest lies in the 
physical- rather than chemical killing mechanisms.[455–457] This is different to anti-fouling 
surface, which act by limiting the adhesion of bacteria.[455] Multiple attempts have been made 
to mimic this physical behavior using a range of nanostructured materials,[458] including 





Black silicon (silicon structured into highly light-absorbing, random vertically-aligned 
nanostructures) can significantly inactivate both gram positive and gram negative bacteria and 
spores within tens of hours of culture.[460,461] These bactericidal properties are enhanced by 
coating nanostructured silicon with thin layers of metals,[462] or antibiotics,[203] or an 
antimicrobial enzyme (lysozyme).[463] 
 
The mechanism for bacterial inactivation is not fully understood and multiple theories have 
been proposed. Some argue that as bacterial cells settle on the surface of nanostructures, the 
cell membrane is strained between features and spontaneously ruptures.[112,464,465] Others have 
suggested that membrane rupture occurs not during settling, but when cells attempt to move 
about on the surface. The argument is that cells are so strongly adhered to the nanostructures, 
they lyse themselves while trying to move.[461,466] Researchers investigating titanium-based 
nanostructures have suggested that rather than membrane rupture, the surface inhibits 
membrane remodeling after cell division. Improper remodeling leads to cell envelop collapse 
and hence lack of viability.[467] 
 
In the clinical environment, nanostructured surfaces are being investigated to help reduce the 
risk of infection.[457] Colonies of microorganisms form biofilms, a complex extracellular 
matrix of polymers and proteins. Biofilms can prevent the penetration of chemicals, rendering 
colonies highly resistant to antibiotic treatment.[9,262,458,468] Integrating surface topography and 
chemical cues, by combining functional peptides with nanostructured surfaces, has been 
proposed as one solution to this problem.[203] As seen in eukaryotic delivery, high-surface 




coated in a common disinfectant (chlorhexidine digluconate) found cell-dependent effects, 
due to how different shaped bacteria are able to attach to the surface.[203] Osteogenic implants 
(such as dental or joint implants) can fail where the interface becomes infected or undergoes 
aseptic loosening (a lack of integration between the implant and the bone). Fraioli et al. used 
nanostructured titanium surfaces to encourage osteogenesis in human mesenchymal stem 
cells, while simultaneously acting as an antibacterial surface to a multidrug-resistant bacteria 
(Pseudomonas aeruginosa).[244] Similarly, black silicon has been shown to inhibit the growth 
of pathogenic bacteria (a live coculture of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus 
aureus), while simultaneously supporting the proliferation of fibroblast cells (COS-7).[469] 
 
11.2. Prokaryotic Cell Behavior and Transformation 
 
Figure 28: Bacterial cells (Shewanella oneidensis MR-1) show preferential attachment to 
silicon nanowire arrays. Cells more frequently aligning parallel to the nanowire (A and B), 
rather than attaching elsewhere (C and D). A and C: fluorescence micrographs, B and D: 
scanning-electron-microscopy micrographs, scale bars 500 µm. Adapted with permission.[470] 






Similar to eukaryotic cell interfacing, prokaryotic cell behavior is geometry dependent. Jeong 
et al. found that bacteria (Shewanella oneidensis MR-1) cultured on regularly-patterned 10-
µm-spaced silicon nanowires were found to vertically-align with the nanowire, despite being 
significantly smaller than the array spacing (Figure 28).[470] They propose that high-aspect-
ratio nanostructured surfaces provide a valuable tool for exploring the single-cell origins of 
biofilm formation. Similar behavior was seen using different bacterial cells (Sporomusa 
ovata), with the authors proposing that the local ion concentration could influence 
orientation.[471] While a number of studies have begun to explore the interaction between 
nanoscale geometry and bacterial cells,[202,472] much remains unexplored. Similar to 
eukaryotic techniques, Cotta and colleagues have used indium phosphide nanowire arrays to 
measure the piconewton adhesion forces exerted by bacterial cells (Xylella fastidiosa).[473,149] 
 
Efficient bacterial transformation techniques share the same appeal and motivations as the 
eukaryotic cell transfection approaches discussed above, albeit with far fewer reports. Yuan et 
al. coated silicon nanowire arrays with temperature-responsive polymer (poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide)). Cycling the substrate through different temperatures changed the 
substrate from a hydrophobic to superhydrophobic state. The hydrophobic state promoted the 
adhesion of bacterial cells (Escherichia coli) to the nanowires, the superhydrophobic state 
caused cell detachment. By switching between the two states, the thermal shock caused the 
integration of plasmid DNA into the bacteria, resulting in high-efficiency transformation, and 






12.1. Fundamental Challenges 
The main challenge for all investigations of high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces is 
deconvoluting the influence of geometry, material properties, surface chemistry and differing 
biological response. Incorporating a range of parameters, for example systematically changing 
geometry,[99,125,269] or testing multiple cell lines,[103] into the experimental design can help. 
Approaches such as image-based cell profiling can help to quantitatively analyze large 
numbers of cells, adding statistical weight to conclusions, as well as in identifying 
subpopulations and other effects driven by cell heterogeneity.[475,272,175,476,139] For example 
Reynolds et al. illustrated the potential of these approaches for exploring the impact of 
topography in endothelial/fibroblast cell cocultures, in this case with low-aspect-ratio nanodot 
arrays (Figure 29).[272] Likewise, super-resolution microscopy techniques are likely to 
continue to offer better visualization of transmembrane proteins and interaction sites. In this 
manner, care should be taken to avoid drawing overly generalized conclusions from results, as 






Figure 29: Fluorescent micrographs of a coculture of endothelial (LE2) and fibroblast 
(hTERT-BJ1) cells seeded on a continuously varying nanopillar array (low-aspect-ratio, 
maximum height is 250 nm). Both cells are stained red for phalloidin, endothelial cells are 
also stained green. Cells were segmented using image-based cell profiling and used to 
quantitatively determine the optimal height favoring endothelial over fibroblast cells, 
illustrating the benefit of both systematic geometry studies and image-based cell profiling. 
Adapted with permission.[272] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. 
 
 
Fabrication challenges include: the development of biodegradable and resorbable substrates 
for tissue interfacing;[148] or soft and conformal substrates,[133] and a particular requirement in 
chronic neural interfacing.[384,477] Similarly, approaches that apply high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures to three-dimensional cell cultures may be useful for in vitro-based tissue and 
model generation.[412,478] The incorporation of nanostructures into microfluidic or other flow 
devices is also relatively unexplored.[368] One caveat is to ensure that new fabrication 
approaches are backed-up by sufficient biology. A relatively large number of orphaned papers 
exist, detailing a fabrication protocol, followed by an example of cell culture, but lacking any 
useful insight into underlying mechanisms. 
 
The safety of using high-aspect-ratio nanostructures in vivo also remains a fundamental 
challenge. In general, while the nanotoxicology of particles is well established,[479] there have 
been relatively few studies on the safety of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures. It has long been 
understood that small, micron- and nano-sized particulates have the potential to interfere with 
proper cell function and growth. Multi-wall carbon nanotubes have been shown to cause 
inflammatory and fibrotic responses in rat lungs,[480] resulting in comparisons to lung damage 
caused by the inhalation of asbestos fibers.[481] Eriksson et al. fabricated nanowire arrays on 
surfaces, before deliberately detaching them and injecting the nanowire suspension into the 




suggesting they could be both removed from the system but more also pass through the blood-
brain barrier. In a another study, nanowires were fed to fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster), 
and no adverse effects were noted.[483] The challenge is that, analogous to the issues raised 
above with study design, a large number of parameters (geometry, surface chemistry, surface 
charge, material) all strongly influence the potential risk of a material.[484,485] This is further 
complicated by biological effects such as the rapid binding of proteins to nanostructures in 
vivo that further modify nanoparticle bioactivity.[486] Some have suggested adopting high-
throughput screening technologies to rapidly assess the toxicology and safety of different 
nano-engineered materials.[479] While issues of safety may seem distant (in particular to 
researchers working on more fundamental applications) practical considerations, such as the 
ability to insure workers using nanomaterials,[481] or a regulatory environment that permits 
clinical translation, have the potential to strongly impact future adoption of any technology. 
As stated by Stewart et al. in their recent review, more research is required.[11] 
 
One potential advantage of the broadly surface-patterned nanostructures patterned here, is that 
they are typically tethered to a macroscopic surface. While freestanding silicon nanowires 
readily undergo cellular uptake by cells,[487] SEM studies of cells on nanostructures show their 
ability to strongly deform or bend nanostructures.[96,152,231] Very few reports discuss 
detachment of patterned nanostructures from the surface, except where by explicit design.[103] 
Specifically, studies of nanoneedle-mediated induced endocytosis do not see the phagocytosis 
of nanoneedle structures,[84] although some authors have described the engulfment of cells of 






Fabricating high-aspect-ratio nanostructures from biodegradable materials serves to limit both 
the interfacing and exposure period. Two main approaches have been reported in the 
literature: the use of biodegradable porous silicon,[26] and biodegradable polymers.[148] 
Chiappini et al. studied the in vivo safety of using porous silicon nanoneedles to interface a 
mouse model, and observing no acute inflammation, blood vessel disruption nor fibrosis, up 
to fifteen days after interfacing.[26] The main benefit of porous silicon nanoneedles is that the 
silicon rapidly reacts under physiological conditions to form orthosilicic acid, which is found 
naturally in the human body and readily excreted.[337] It has also been suggested that porous 
materials reduce fibrotic response.[69,376] While cytotoxicity may be cell-line dependent,[292,489] 
biodegradable material systems may ultimately prove better suited to in vivo applications, 
compared to non-degradable inorganic materials.[78] 
 
12.2. Open Questions 
What is relationship between motility and endocytosis for cells on high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures? Cell motility relies upon the internalization and redistribution of integrins via 
clathrin-mediated endocytosis.[490,491] Motility is directly influenced by the presence of 
nanostructures,[139,219] however the (probably) complex relationship between focal adhesion 
formation, endocytic-stimulation, and motility remains unclear.  
 
How do membrane proteins associate and act at regions of nanostructure-induced curvature? 
Recent results have highlighted how high-aspect-ratio nanostructures can result in protein 
recruitment,[99] alter the dynamics of membrane-embedded proteins,[492] and cause complex 
interactions with cytoskeletal elements,[34,58] but a precise understanding of these mechanics is 




relationship between the molecular interactions of the cell membrane with the sharp-features 
and porosity of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures, for example, Dabkowska et al. used 
supported lipid bilayers on nanowire substrates to experimentally explore this interface, their 
results suggesting that curvature influences protein localization.[492] Further understanding of 
the molecular nature of this interface would provide valuable insight. 
 
What is the best way to measure and control the impact of high-aspect-ratio nanostructure 
stiffness? As discussed above, the stiffness of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures has a clear 
influence on the observed biological response. Simultaneously, nanopatterning materials can 
fundamentally alter their mechanical properties (indeed this is one approach to creating 
mechanical metamaterials).[14] Hence our perception of materials being hard or stiff is often 
inaccurate at the nanoscopic level, as illustrated by the many examples of cells deforming 
nanostructures made from macroscopically stiff materials.[494,131,231,152,70,96,133] Even diamond 
nanoneedles undergo large elastic deformations at the nanoscale.[495] While stiffness-related 
effects have been studied extensively,[496] and shown to influence biological response, there 
lacks a clear and consistent approach to measuring the impact of this behavior. It can be a 
practical challenge to directly measure spring constants, although stroboscopic imaging 
techniques can be used.[445] Nevertheless, the best approach to characterizing effective 
stiffness in this context remains an open question. Gadegaard and others have argued for the 
use of measures such as effective shear stress, to better parameterize high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructured surfaces.[197,269] Given the extensive impact of stiffness as a biomechanical 





How do animal eukaryotic cell interfacing behaviors compare to other cell types? High-
aspect-ratio nanostructures are increasingly proposed for non-eukaryotic (or non-animal 
eukaryotic) cell applications in biofuels, agriculture and pharmaceuticals.[449,136,74,497,498] 
While prokaryotic cells such as bacteria may contain significantly different components, such 
as a cell wall, bacterial cytoskeletal analogues are present,[499] suggesting that at the very 
minimum, mutual awareness of both fields may be beneficial. Similarly, application areas 
focusing on mixed eukaryotic – prokaryotic interfacing would benefit from improved 
understanding of this interplay.[244] 
 
What happens at the interface between the nuclear membrane and sharp high-aspect-ratio 
nanostructures? To date, the majority of reports have focused on the cell membrane interface. 
However, as recent results show,[34] systems such as silicon nanoneedles can strongly perturb 
the nuclear membrane. Given the close proximity of sharp-tipped nanostructures to the 
proteins that mediate force between the cytoskeleton and nucleus,[326] do these structures 
result in a greater influence on mechanotransduction transcription pathways than blunt 
structures? Can the nucleus, typically an order-of-magnitude stiffer than the cell,[500] also be 
penetrated? Such insight would help understand how best to influence behaviors such as stem 
cell differentiation.  
 
Can the functionality of high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces be enhanced through 
greater material choice and surface chemistries? The majority of articles cited here use a 
limited palette of materials, predominantly consisting of inorganic systems such as silicon. 
The casting and molding techniques described above have shown the potential for replicating 




provide clear manufacturing benefits, they also enable a much wider range of organic material 
systems to be explored. There is considerable scope to incorporate both existing material 
systems from fields such as tissue engineering,[430] and also new materials from relatively 
nascent fields such as organic bioelectronics,[501–503] with nanostructured surfaces to create 
systems that actively modulate the optoelectronic and biochemical environment. 
 
This list is of course not exhaustive but gives an impression for the scope and potential 
direction of research into high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces. 
 
12.3. Closing remarks 
As we have detailed, high-aspect-ratio nanostructured surfaces create complex interfaces with 
biological systems, facilitating the study and stimulation of important biological mechanisms. 
With features and geometries on a comparable scale to intracellular machinery, these 
materials trigger dynamic biological responses far different to the bulk material behavior, 
which we argue allows these systems to be collectively defined as biological metamaterials, 
analogous to those found in other disciplines. These materials have been applied in a huge 
range of areas from enabling drug delivery, studying the intracellular biochemical and 
biomechanical environment, to enhancing our ability to measure and stimulate the 
bioelectronic cell environment. The flexibility in fabrication approaches gives researchers 
ample choice and flexibility when engineering new materials. 
 
While the potential of high-aspect-ratio nanostructured materials has been clearly 
demonstrated, many exciting challenges remain. For engineers, there is considerable scope for 




greater range of material properties to be explored. Additionally, careful pattern control and 
characterization of materials is critical for enabling more systematic studies. For biologists, 
much remains unknown about both the membrane – nanostructure interaction, along with the 
impact of nanostructures on intracellular components. Answering these questions will not 
only further the understanding of fundamental biological mechanisms, but also power the 
development of compelling biomedical applications, such as new materials that facilitate 
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